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Complete range of gearbox parts
for road and race including our 
famous EVO diffs and 5 speed 
gearboxes. Only RHP and top 
quality bearings stocked.
The best crosspin diff 
available!  Over 400 sales per annum.
C-AJJ3385. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £167.47
Heavy duty helical gear kit C-STN48 . . . . . . £706.56
Competition steel baulk ring C-22A1741 . . . . £23.99
Evo upgrade std baulk ring  22G2033EVO . . . £13.99
Hi-tech oil pick up pipe C-AHT54. . £27.00

Geometry Kits
Complete kit with adjustable tie 
bars and adjustable lower arms. 
With correct performance bushes. 
Order as MSSK3008 £85.80 full kit

Suspension Cone
The only genuine cone 
springs on the market 
made from original Rover tooling. Order as FAM3968

Wheel Bearings

CV Joints

1275 and 1984 on - stamped GCV1013 . . . . £31.20
Early small 1.125" nut type pre 1984 GCV1105 . £30.60
Correct fitting inboard type GCV1102 . . . . . . £36.00
QL5000 coupling kit pair  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£59.40
Rubber coupling GCD101  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . each  £26.10

We ONLY sell DEPENDABLE components

Cooper S Distributor

Gearbox gasket set AJM804B . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £9.47
Copper head gasket set 
- 998cc AJM1250 . . . . . £12.84

Copper std 998cc head set AJM1250MS. . . . £9.50
Copper head gasket set - 1275cc AJM1140MS £13.40
Minispares 1275 copper head gasket GEG300. £15.54
1275 with BK450 Head gasket set. . . . . . . . . . . £17.10
Engine block set. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . from £11.65
Turbo Comp. Head Gasket. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £64.80
Cometic Head Gasket C-AHT189. . . . . . . . . . . . £96.22
Large bore manifold gasket C-AHT381. . . . . . . £2.58
Silicon rocker cover gasket GUG705009EVO. . . . £9.60

£40.69

All Mini Spares chrome and 
brightwork items are top 
quality and made to fit correctly.

Owners and stockists of RC40 systems. 
• Flowbench tested and using proven optimum size
1.75”(1.625”) internal tubing for maximum efficiency
and performance.
• Even our mild steel versions have stainless steel
tailpipes and inner baffle box pipes. Most 
competitors don’t even have these stainless
internals in their ‘stainless steel’ silencers!

RC40 classic twin box system & d/pipe . . . . £58.80
Single box system from cat back . . . . . . . . . £64.27
Single box system for van/estate . . . . . . . . . £76.28
Twin box system  from cat back  . . . . . . . . . £70.20

RC40 Range

Mini Spares stainless steel bumper 
- fits BETTER than Rover original! . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £55.20
Bumper non-genuine s/steel DPB10165MS . £34.80
Bumper non-genuine chrome 14A6779MS . . £27.60
S/steel Mk1 overider/corner bar kit MSSK025 . . . . £102.88
Inner/outer door moulding car set Mk4> MSSK2104 . £43.91
Headlamp Rings - Stainless steel 500929MS . . . . . . £9.71
Headlamp Rings - Chrome-on-brass 17H5143 . . . . £16.69
S/steel inner headlamp ring DHF100010SS . . . . . . . £10.00
Fluted deluxe chrome wheel arch trim GZF105A . . . . £15.60
Flat standard chrome wheel arch trim GZF107A . . . . . £7.80

Cranborne Industrial Estate, 
Cranborne Rd. Potters Bar. EN6 3JN
Telephone: 01707 607700 

Units 2E and 2G Harwood Road 
Northminster Business Park. York. Y026 6QU

Tel: 01423 881800 

991 Wolverhampton Rd. Oldbury. 
W. Midlands. B69 4RJ
Telephone : 0121 544 0011

Mini Spares 20/50 mineral oil
GUL7005T  . . . . . . . . £16.00
20/50 mineral oil & spin on 
filter (not MPI) SO4 . . £17.78
Spin-on oil filter (OE supplier) 

MSF166 . . . . . . . . . .£2.23 Clutches & Flywheels

£58.80Steering racks - L/H or R/H   FAM7306/7 . . . . . . £62.82
MPi Sportspack type . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £71.94
Quick rack  L/H or R/H  C-AJJ1570/1. . . . . £78.00
Genuine track rod end GSJ1106 . . . . . . . . . £11.42
Non genuine GSJ734MS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £4.80
Swivel pin kit genuine Unipart GSJ166. . . . . £15.36
Mini Spares swivel pin kit  GSJ166MS . . . . . £8.18

Timken front genuine GHK1140  . . . . . . . . . £49.14
Minispares version front  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £13.80
Timken rear GHK1805 late modified  . . . . . . £39.42
Minispares rear GHK1548MS   . . . . . . . . . . £14.39

NEW!  5 port alloy heads . . . . . . . . . from £1251.50
with 35.7x29.5 race quality valves C-AHT347  . . . £1251.50
with 37x31mm offset spaced valves C-AHT347RACE £1559.59
8 port head kits . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . from £2014.40
1380cc built Up 1/2 engine by Bill Richards . . £1130.92
73.5 EVO pistons 9cc dish C-STR311  . . . . . . .£194.40
Camshaft Evolution001  . new blanks,outright £89.10 
Ultimate performance cam follower set C-AEG580 £31.20
Oil pumps  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . from £15.83
CNC Evolution Slot Drive Oil Pump  . . . from £112.50
Forged 1.5 rocker set C-AHT436 . . . . . . . . .£133.33
Alloy 1.5 hi-lift roller rocker set C-AHT446A £222.50
Duplex timing kit C-AJJ3323  . . . . . . . . . . . . £27.20
Duplex kit steel lightened C-AJJ3325  . . . . . . £60.04
21A1902 Mini Spares gen profile engine mount £8.34
21A1902MS Non-genuine mounting . . . . . . . . £3.00
21A1902ST threaded mounting . . . . . . . . . . . .£3.78
Lightweight Large Impeller Water Pump  . . . . £18.90
Minimum stretch single row chain 3H2127EVO . £19.44
Minimum stretch double row chain 2H4905EVO .£24.79

Reproduction of the 40819 cooper S 23D
distributor but with more advance for economy
and performance similar to MK3 S curves.

Fitted with quickfit points and uprated rotor arm 
12G2140 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £45.90

All other 25D to 59D. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . from £45.00
A new distributor - cheaper than a conversion kit
Electric type of above (no points) . . . . . . . from £56.65
Also available are 3 higher spec. electric types to
match your camshaft profile to our distributor design
Std to 276 cam spec. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £82.20
Above is ideal for our Evolution camshaft range
285 - 296 cam spec. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £82.80
310-315 cam spec. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £90.00

Flywheel puller for all types CE1 £21.78
Master cylinder GMC1008  . . £45.50
Standard diaphragm GCC103 . £26.10
Orange diaphragm  C-AEG481 .£35.10
Grey Comp diaphragm C-AEG482. . . . . . . . . £37.75
Clutch lever arm Verto DAM5355MS. . from £18.28
Clutch lever arm pre Verto 22A2204MS. . . . £24.00
Verto 20% upgrade pressure, fits all C-AEG485 £70.20
‘AP’ Std. clutch plate, Turbo, light tune  GCP204 £33.12
‘AP’ road/rally Plate C-AHT595 180mm . . . . . . . . . £65.26
‘AP Racing’ road/rally clutch C-AHT596 180mm. . . . . £91.44
Ultralight flywheel - standard EN8  . . . . . . . .£135.35
Ultralight flywheel - race EN24  . . . . . . . . . . £209.08
3 piece ‘AP’ clutch assembly pre Verto GCK100AF . . . £60.30
3 Piece Verto clutch pre-inj 180mm plate GCK151MS £116.42
3 Piece Verto clutch inj 190mm plate GCK152MS . . £118.80
3 piece turbo kit  GCK371AF . . . . . . . . . . . £122.40

New Gears

29 tooth A plus primary gears for 998 or 
1275, with floating bush for longevity, state cc £153.60
2nd gear for 4 synchro pre A plus £76.80

Engines:
Visit our website for the full
ENGINE PARTS LISTINGS
www.minispares.com/engines

Brakes:
For BRAKES go to:
www.minispares.com/brakes

Gaskets:
For GASKETS go to:
www.minispares.com/gaskets

For ELECTRICS go to:
www.minispares.com/electrics

Gearboxes & Diffs
For GEARBOXES go to:
www.minispares.com/gearboxes

Clutches:
For CLUTCHES go to:
www.minispares.com/drivetrain

Suspension:
For SUSPENSION go to:
www.minispares.com/suspension

Exhausts:
For EXHAUSTS go to:
www.minispares.com/exhausts

Brightwork:
For BRIGHTWORK go to:
www.minispares.com/brightwork

Steering:
For STEERING go to:
www.minispares.com/steering

Electrics:

Cooper S 7.5”disc and EBC pads MS35 . . . . Pr £53.60
8.4” disc and Mintex pads MSSK014 . . . . . . Pr £29.32
8.4”vented disc and pads MS39. . . . . . . . . . Pr £49.18
S caliper Mini Spares  R/H 27H4656MS . . . . . . £72.00
S caliper Mini Spares  L/H 27H4657MS . . . . . . £72.00
8.4” type Mini Spares caliper R/H 37H8128. . . . £65.17
8.4” type Mini Spares caliper L/H 37H8129 . . . . £65.17
S Disc conv. + Mini Spares caliper C-AJJ4028MS £450.66
S Disc conv + AP caliper & Timken bearings . . . £602.04
S brake disc shield set MSSK1400 R/H . . . . . . . £22.98
S brake disc shield set MSSK1401 L/H . . . . . . . £22.98
MK1/2 brake servo cast body 21A1293 . . . £216.00
Mk3 servo and non gen fitting kit SEN43 . . £144.00
Servo 1988 on GSM119 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £126.00
Single line plastic canister GMC171 . . . . . . . £44.40
Single line metal canister GMC171ORIGINAL . . . £66.96

The Choice is Yours!
Mini Spares offers you the choice of
genuine BL/Rover parts or of more

affordable or better value alternatives
of the best quality available.

Drivetrain:
For DRIVETRAIN go to:
www.minispares.com/drivetrain

www.minispares.com
All part numbers used are unique and intellectual property of either 
Mini Spares Centre Ltd or Rover / X parts licensees.
Prices are correct at time of going to press, but are subject to change without notice. E&O.E.                     Export Tel: (+44) 1707 607702

Please note that prices can change during the period that the magazines are
printing - check website for up-to-date prices.

£85.80

Package
Price

www.minispares.com
Visit the official MiniSpares.com website for pictures,
downloads, catalogues, current prices & special deals

Mail Order - 01707 607700
Mail Order also available direct from Mini Spares North 

Call 01423 881800 to order

Quite simply the Largest Stocks of Mini Spares in the World!

Mobile & tablet friendly

The Largest Stocks of
Mini Parts 
in the World

Close
to A1M
& M25

Next to
M5 (J2)
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mini spares - London mini spares - Midlands mini spares - North

Now
Open!

Shop on-line         at www.minispares.com - or visit our 3 great stores

The World Famous Mini Spares Centre Ltd......is the foremost authority and the largeststockist of classic Mini parts in the world!• Annual turnover in excess of £15 million • Our huge buying power = the mostcompetitive prices on the best quality parts!• We offer our own unique range ofexclusively designed or tooled up items.• Knowledgeable technical assistance staff

Free
Catalogue!

New!

Cooperworld ad v82.qxp_Layout 2  06/07/2017  17:13  Page 1
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Magazine Copy Dates
These are the latest dates copy should be 
received by the Editor for publication.

September magazine – 1st August
October magazine – 1st September
November magazine – 1st October

Magazine Publishing Guidelines
Please submit all copy, including For Sale and 
Wanted adverts, to the Editor prior to the 1st day 
of each month. The production of a magazine 
starts a month before the due publishing date. 
Please submit copy to the Editor only. 

If possible please provide copy electronically 
by email with Word attachments. 

Images may also be supplied electronically, 
but please bear in mind that the resolution 
and depth need to be as high as you can 
provide. Please supply any images as JPEG 
only. Please do not embed pictures or graphics 
in word documents, these should be supplied 
separately. Email to editor@minicooper.org 

Handwritten or typed submissions are 
always welcomed with equal precedence to 
electronic forms. 

Please keep articles to a maximum of 1500 words.

Original photographs and slides are also 
welcomed and will be digitally scanned and 
promptly returned. The Club will pay for all 
postage and packaging on returnable items.

Contents

Recognised as a Single-Make Car Club by
The Royal Automobile Club Motor Sports 

Association Limited
Mini Cooper Register formed as a Club in 1986

Disclaimer
The opinions expressed in this publication are purely those of the contributors and should 
not be construed as the policies of either the club or committee. Whilst every care is taken 
to ensure the information in this publication is correct, no liability can be accepted by the 
authors of Mini Cooper Register for loss, damage or injury caused by errors in, or omissions 
from the information given.

Printed by: The Lavenham Press, Arbons House, 47 Water Street, Lavenham, 
Suffolk, CO10 9RN   Tel : 01787 247 436

Contents copyright 
© Mini Cooper Register 2017   
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Cooper World is printed on well-managed FSC 
paper using vegetable-based inks. Printing plates are 
aluminium and are recycled, as are any surplus/old 
inks while printing blankets are shredded and used for 
rubberised play areas and footpaths. The wrapping it 
comes in is degradable and will break down in the soil.

Cooper disclaimer 
The Cooper logo is the property of John 
Michael Cooper and should not be used 
without prior permission.
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Chairman 
Robert Young 
Spring Cottage, Small Hythe, Tenterden,  
Kent, TN30 7NE  
01580 763975 (H) 
chairman@minicooper.org

Vice Chairman 
Tony Salter 
20 Batchelor Green, Southampton,  
Hants, SO31 8FJ 
02380 560073 (H) 
vicechairman@minicooper.org

Treasurer 
Ian Hitchman 
20 Meadowfield Road, Barnby Dun,  
Doncaster, South Yorkshire, DN3 1LN 
01302 883550 (H) 
treasurer@minicooper.org 

General Secretary  
Kim Bromage 
31 Coralin Close, Chelmsley Wood,  
Birmingham, B37 7NE 
0121 680 1814 (H) 
secretary@minicooper.org 

REGISTRARS
Ex-Works and Competition Cars Register 
Robert Young - See Chairman 
exworks@minicooper.org
Appendix K Register 
Russell Earnshaw 
8 White Ley Bank, Fulstone, New Mill,  
Huddersfield, W. Yorkshire, HD7 7DL  
01484 683899 
appendixK@minicooper.org 
Cooper S MK I Register 
Simon Wheatcroft 
392 Nuneaton Road, Bulkington, Nuneaton, 
Warwickshire, CV12 9RR 01827 830539 
mk1Sregistrar@minicooper.org
Cooper MK I Register 
Barbara Alexander 
Hollam Farm Cottage, 76 Bridge Street, Titchfield, PO14 3QL 
01329 841225 
mk1registrar@minicooper.org 
Cooper S MK II Register 
Nick Hunter 
01785 813693 
mk2Sregistrar@minicooper.org 
Cooper MK II Register 
Graham E Robinson 
80 Alexandra Road, Great Wakering, Essex, SS3 0HW 
01702 219298 
mk2registrar@minicooper.org
Cooper S MK III Register 
Simon Wheatcroft 
See Cooper S MK1 Registrar 
mk3Sregistrar@minicooper.org
RSP Cooper Register 
Roger Hunt  
Red Lion Lodge, Clopton, Kettering,  
Northamptonshire, NN14 3DZ  
01832 720571 
rsp@minicooper.org
Rover Cooper Register 
John Parnell 
8 Meadow Bank, Eversley Park Road, London N21 1JE 
020 8886 8226 
rovercooper@minicooper.org 
Coachbuilt Cooper & Cooper S Register 
Steve Burkinshaw 
28 Loom Lane, Radlett, Herts, WD7 8AD 
01923 855971 
coachbuilt@minicooper.org
Ex-Police Cooper & Cooper S Register  
David Davies 
9 Mountway, Waverton, Chester, CH3 7QF 
01244 332282 
expolice@minicooper.org
Innocenti Cooper Register 
Foster Charlton 
12 Queens Terrace, Wallsend, Tyne and Wear, NE28 7QU  
0191 2639019 
innocenti@minicooper.org
Mini Super Register 
Garry Dickens 
Pryland Barn, Cheddon Road, Taunton, Somerset,  
TA2 7QT 01823 338228 (H)  
01823 337835 (W) 07519 513826 (M)  
super@minicooper.org 
1275GT Register 
Alan Clark 
20, Voller Drive, Reading, Berkshire, RG31 4SE  
0118 9423778 
1275gt@minicooper.org
Modern MINI Cooper Register 
David Young 
8 Weald View, Staplecross, Robertstbridge, TN32 5QW 
01580 830000 
newmini@minicooper.org
Non Cooper Register 
Jonathan Voss 
474a Earlham Road, Norwich, Norfolk, NR4 7HP  
07477 717199 Please call after 18:30pm 
noncooper@minicooper.org

Please avoid phoning Committee Members and Contacts after 9pm.
Display Advertising - please contact: Kay Scott 01943 461679 kjsadvertising@btinternet.com
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Webmaster 
Mike Bennett 
45 The Park, Penketh, Warrington, Cheshire WA5 2SG 
01925 727479 (H) 
webmaster@minicooper.org 
Magazine Editor  
Paul Sulma 
7 Dorset Way, Twickenham, Middx, TW2 6NB 
0208 898 9476 (H) 
editor@minicooper.org 
Membership Administration 
Sarah Monk 
Mini Cooper Register, Arbons House, 
47 Water Street, Lavenham, Suffolk CO10 9RN 
01787 249284 
mcr@minicooper.org

Membership Information 
Lesley Young  
Spring Cottage, Small Hythe, Tenterden,  
Kent, TN30 7NE  
01580 763975 (H) 
membership@minicooper.org
Events Co-Ordinator 
Justin Ridyard 
2 Carlsden Close, Dover, Kent, CT17 0SD 
01304 330715 (H) 
events@minicooper.org
Competition Secretary 
Peter Moss 
The Dower House, Rogate, West Sussex, GU31 5EG 
01730 818336 (H) 
competition@minicooper.org 
Club Shop 
Sally Salter 
20 Batchelor Green, Southampton, Hants. SO31 8FJ  
02380 560073 (H) 
regalia@minicooper.org
Regional Co-ordinator 
Richard Sign 
Oaklea, West Common, Blackfield,  
Southampton, SO45 1XL 
07968 307689 
regions@minicooper.org
Public Relations 
Lorraine Hampson 
The Beeches, Kiln Way, Grayshott, Hants. GU26 6JF 
01428 712154 
pr@minicooper.org 
Car Registrar 
Peter Barratt 
44 Bushey Grove Road, Watford, Herts, WD23 2JQ 
01923 816757 
cars@minicooper.org
Youth Co-ordinator 
Sarah Voss 
0/2, 49 Kelvinside Drive, Glasgow, G20 6QD 
07988 864002 
youthcoordinator@minicooper.org 
Non Designated Committee Members 
Rod Chilcot 01707 650107 

OTHER CONTACTS
Archivist 
Robert Young - See Chairman 
archivist@minicooper.org
Heritage Liaison 
Peter Moss - See Competition Secretary  
heritage@minicooper.org

DVLA V765 Contact  
(Vehicle Registration Recovery) 
Paul Sulma, 0208 898 9476 
v765@minicooper.org

HONORARY PRESIDENT 
Mike Cooper

HONORARY MEMBERS
Rauno Aaltonen
Peter Baldwin
Warwick Banks
Peter Browning
Willy Cave
Ron Crellin
Ginger Devlin
Paul Easter
Paddy Hopkirk
Bill Price
John Rhodes
Gordon Spice
Stuart Turner
Julien Vernaeve
Basil Wales 
Lady Watson (Christabel Carlisle)
Barrie Williams
Mike Wood

Facebookwww.facebook.com/
minicooperregister

https://twitter.com/
cooperregister

www.minicooper.org
forum.minicooper.org 



www.cherishedvehicleinsurance.co.uk
0333 003 8162 Facebook “f ” Logo RGB / .ai Facebook “f ” Logo RGB / .ai

Cherished Vehicle
Insurance Services

Classic Mini Insurance
                    for your pride & joy                                        for your pride & joy
Classic Mini Insurance

for your pride & joy

Calls to 0333 numbers are charged at ‘normal’ rates from landlines.

Cherished Vehicle Insurance Services is a trading name of A-Plan Holdings who are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered 
Offi ce: 2 Des Roches Square, Witney, OX28 4LE. Registered in England. Registration Number 750484  CVI 085 04/17

20% discount for Mini Cooper Register members.*
Multi-vehicle and limited mileage policies.
Simple and free agreed value service.
All modi� cations considered.
*Subject to minimum premium and normal underwriting criteria. Terms and conditions may apply.
Please ask for details.

0512 CVI Cooperworld A4 Colour Advert 24.04.17.indd   1 27/04/2017   12:19
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INSURANCE FOR  
MINI COOPER REGISTER 
ATTENDANCE AT SHOWS
The club has an insurance policy which protects its officers and 
members against a variety of claims. The key area it covers is 
‘Public Liability’ and this means accidental injury to or damage to 
the property of members of the public.

The main area of exposure to risk for the club is attendance at 
shows where we run a stand. There are an increasing number of 
shows featuring the Mini or classic cars generally which we are 
planning to attend with Committee-organised stands, plus many 
regions already attend local shows, and there may be others that 
we are less aware of. Our public liability insurance will, we hope, 
never be claimed on, but there is always the possibility that a 
member of the public suffers an injury on our stand and, given the 
ambulance-chasing practices of many legal advisers today, makes a 
claim against us. 

That is what our policy is there to protect us for, but we can only 
offer that protection if the club is notified in advance of a Mini 
Cooper Register presence. If the stand organizer lets me know 
(address, phone number and e-mail address at the front of the 
magazine) they will be protected against the risk of a personal 
claim by our insurance. The club cannot pick up liability after the 
event without prior notification. Also, the insurance only covers 
risks in the UK.

So if you are organising a stand, please tell both the magazine editor 
and me at the same time, so that it can be publicised in the magazine, 
and you and your organising team are covered by insurance.

Ian Hitchman
Treasurer

DISCOUNTS FOR MEMBERS OF THE  
MINI COOPER REGISTER
Discounts may be available on production of your membership card 
at the following firms:

MINI MACHINE, DARLINGTON  
– 10% off the vast majority of goods

DSN MINI SPECIALISTS, NORFOLK  
– various discounts depending on the product

MINI MAIL, KILCOT, GLOS  
– help if undergoing a major restoration

BULL MOTIF MINI SPARES,  
WINCHCOMBE. GLOS  
– Mini spares 1959-2000, Heritage parts, mail order from website. 
Discount to members on production of membership card.  
01242 609598 bullmotifminispares.com formerly Midland Mini Centre

MINI SPORT, PADIHAM, LANCS  
– 10% off most goods except for body shells and some engines

AZ MINI CENTRE, SPALDING, LINCS  
– 10% off everything but will offer more depending on amount purchased

MINI SPARES CENTRE  
– See advert inside front cover for contact details. Discount available 
to Mini Cooper Register members.

BJ ACOUSTIC, OLDHAM, LANCS  
– www.bjacoustic.com 10% discount

CLASSIC LINE INSURANCE  
– 10% discount and agreed value on cars over 5 years old  
01455 639000

M & M MINI SPECIALISTS, WARRINGTON, CHESHIRE  
– 10% discount 01925 444303. www.Mini-metro.co.uk 

HAYNES PUBLISHING, SOMERSET  
– 15% off books, manuals and DVDs, with 2nd class P&P to UK  
01963 442030

OLD TRAIN HOUSE B&B 
– Cork, Ireland (MCR member) - 10% discount 00353 25 39337 
www.oldtrainhouse.com 

MERLIN MOTORSCREENS  
– 10% discount, supply and supply & fit www.merlinmotorscreens.
co.uk 07768 661175

DISCOUNT ON HOLIDAYS FOR MCR MEMBERS  
– Studio Apartments in El Sauzal Village Centre, Tenerife, Spain.  
www.casafloratenerife.com  

HERITAGE MINI COOPER INSURANCE  
– 0121 246 8089 or 0845 373 4777  
or visit www.heritage-quote.co.uk 

R.A.C.E. MOTORSPORT  
– Unit 14 Withnell Fold Ind. Est., Withnell Chorley Lancashire PR6 8B. 
10% discount, Jim Brindle 01254 831644

SUSSEX ROAD AND RACE  
– Unit 2, Shipyard Ropewalk, Littlehampton, West Sussex BN17 5DE 
01903 715341 www.sussexroadandrace.co.uk   
kevin@sussexroadandrace.co.uk . Mini and classic mini specialist ex 
JCW chief technician - will give 10% discount to any club member

THE EAST ANGLIAN MINI CENTRE, IPSWICH  
– Discounts for MCR members, details on our regular adverts in 
CooperWorld www.eastanglianminicentre.co.uk  
01473 740148 

TMS MOTORSPORT  
– 10% off Motorsport and Tuning Products www.tmsmotorsport.co.uk. 
Tel. 01189 485132

Back Copies of  
the Magazine
These are now available  
online via the Website 

at a cost of £3.50 each  
plus p&p

Missing 
Magazines
Sometimes magazines  
go astray.

If your magazine does not 
arrive by the middle of  
the month

contact Sarah at Lavenhams

mcr@lavenhamgroup.co.uk

or by phone (only if you do 
not have email facilities) on 

01787 249284

NOTICE BOARD

Magazine 
Contributions
IMPORTANT -  
PLEASE NOTE

Contributions must be 
received by the 1st of the 
month for the following 
month’s magazine.

I will acknowledge ALL 
contributions for the 
magazine sent by email, 
so if you do not receive 
an email back from me it 
almost certainly means I 
have not received it. Please 
telephone me after a day 
or so to check if you do not 
hear from me.

Paul Sulma

Membership
The Lavenham Press 
administer the membership -  

see details on page 4. 
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EDITORIAL
This year it was once again 

another great National Mini Day 
at Beaulieu and made all the more 
so by us being fortunately blessed 
by some sunny weather on the day. 
What really sets Beaulieu apart from 
other Mini shows in my view is that it 
seems to attract so many interesting 
cars, and not just those displayed 
in or around the main arena, but 
just about anywhere in the fields of 
parked cars at the show if you are 
prepared to seek them out. Similarly, 

Beaulieu is possibly the best place to find particularly rare Mini 
parts from both the many long established Mini traders, or from 
club members just clearing out their garages of surplus Mini spares 
in the ever-popular trunk traders section.

Another major attraction of the show for me is that it also manages 
to gather together so many of the people that are now so inextricably 
linked to the Mini’s history that they have become our own ‘Mini 
national treasures.’ They are, of course, the likes of Paddy Hopkirk, 
Mike Cooper and Bill Price to name but a few. So, once again, we 
have to thank Tony Salter and his team of dedicated helpers for the 
huge effort they put in to making this such a brilliant show.

And finally on Beaulieu, this issue of CooperWorld is traditionally a 
bumper one as we devote quite a few pages to Beaulieu being it is 

one of our Club’s most important events of the year. In particular, 
do read Tony Salter’s article about the show and the trials and 
tribulations he went through to make it happen. The accompanying 
photos will, no doubt, bring back some memories of the day itself if 
you attended, but if you couldn’t make it then it will give you a taste 
of what you might have missed.

Right, so what else do we have in store for you in this issue 
of the magazine? Well, in the Competition section, we have 
a great article written by Nigel Chetwynd on his and Simon 
Wheatcroft’s entry on the Classic Tulip rally, or to give it its 
proper spelling the Tulpen Rallye. Like many of us of a certain 
age, I was aware of the Tulip rally that was run in the 1960s but 
not that it was now being run as a classic historic rally in 2017. 
Without giving too much away here, the rally certainly turned 
out to be quite an adventure for both Nigel and Simon who used 
his Ex -Works Cooper S registered URX 560G in the rally. Do 
have a read of Nigel’s enlightening and interesting account of the 
duo’s experiences.

Finally, I am pleased to say that we have quite a few letters in our 
letters section for a change, and which I find encouraging that some 
members feel passionate enough about things that they will take the 
time to put pen to paper or fingers to keyboards. 

Paul Sulma 

Coopers at Combe
Castle Combe Race Circuit

Saturday 19th August 2017
  

Entry is limited to 15 cars and places are available on 
a first come first served basis, so book early to avoid 
disappointment by contacting Graham E Robinson and 
also for further details. 
This is a very popular event with members. Usually, 
only five cars are allowed out on to the track at once 
making it safer than other Mini track days at this circuit. 
Club members are welcome to spectate on the day and 
admission is free. 

80 Alexandra Road, Great Wakering, Essex,  
SS3 0HW 01702 219298  

graham.e.robinson@btinternet.com 

STANFORD HALL MINI SHOW

Sunday 17th September 2017
  

I am again offering my services as co-ordinator for the 
always well attended Mini Cooper Register stand at 
Stanford Hall near Lutterworth, Leicestershire.

Hopefully, as in previous years, we will have a display 
showing the diversity of Mini models that the Mini 
Cooper Register represents.

Contact me to book your place by:  
email: jfilor@talktalk.net

By phone (after 6pm if possible please) on 
01664566614, leaving your contact details with your 
membership number and I will get back to you.

Places are limited so, as usual, it will be on a first 
come first served basis.

I look forward to hearing from you.

Jerry Filor 



It was great to see so many Minis and indeed a huge number of MINIS 
parked in the rally field and the attendance by so many does make all 
the hard work worthwhile. The attendance was very close to last year’s 
figures and early indications are that the show will produce a similar 
income level for the club as last year. The club does rely heavily on our 
income from our National Day to help run the club and it is, hence, very 
important to us. We are however, all aware that Beaulieu is not a cheap 
day out. Much as we would like to reduce the entry fee, we are locked 
into the fees that Beaulieu charge us for entry into their complex. 
Having said that, a visit to their fabulous museum, makes it all much 
better value. Thank you for all those who helped and all those who 
attended and supported the club to make it a super day. Date for your 
diary next year is Sunday 10th June 2018.

A few days after Beaulieu, I was off to Ireland to complete the 
second recce for the club's Minis to Ireland run, scheduled for the 
end of September. Once again, I was accompanying Hugh Wyllie and 
we covered the entire route in his trusty Mini Diesel. The route, 
devised by Hugh and Jan Wyllie, is both scenic, interesting and in 
parts demanding. I’m sure that the full entry we have will enjoy their 
week in Ireland with the superb Irish hospitality being very much in 
evidence.......and the Guinness.  

Back to Hugh’s MINI, this very early car, a 2003 MINI One D did, 
halfway through the route, clock up over 200,000 miles - and still runs 
superbly well. The performance of the little diesel engine, all 1,364cc of 
it, is truly remarkable. With the tiny turbo whistling away, I never felt its 
performance was lacking. Sitting on 15” wheels, with non run flat tyres, 
which made the ride, both very comfortable and its handling superb, 
was a delight – quite who thought 17” run flats were a great idea 
escapes me. The icing on the cake, with this brilliant car, is it returned 
over 60mpg over the week. Thanks as always Hugh for an entertaining 
drive. I’m really looking forward to the event in a few months' time.  

Robert Young 

CHAIRMAN’S CHAT

Beaulieu was, once again, a great 
success for the club. Blessed with 

dry weather, Tony Salter again pulled 
out all of the stops and put on a great 
show for the club. He was helped by 
a trusty small band of helpers, all of 
whom worked tirelessly over the entire 
weekend; all deserve a vote of thanks. 
Then, Sally Salter once again sold well 
from the club shop and Lesley Young also 
did well signing up a good crop of new 
members who we welcome here. The 
attraction of a Halfords tool bag for one 

lucky new member signed up on the day may well have attracted a few 
extra new members. Sheldon Fling was the eventual lucky recipient 
who should by now have his new tool bag. Graham Robson, our regular 
commentator, again worked hard and produced his usual high standard 
of interviews and commentaries. His interview with Fuzz Townshend, 
from the Car SOS TV series, was a big attraction and many queued to 
have an autograph and a photo taken with him. Fuzz, a Carole Nash 
ambassador, was very generous with his time with everyone and said 
that he greatly enjoyed the day. Graham also did a lovely interview with 
Christabel Carlisle, who was totally surprised to sell all of the copies of 
her new book which she had brought along.

As always, the Concours was well supported and the standards were 
as high as ever. The main display of a good number Mk2 Coopers 
Ss was also a big attraction and many thanks to Nick Hunter for 
putting that together, also the ‘Sawn not SORN’ display put together 
by Graham Hendra was extensive and interesting to say the least.  
Speaking of Graham Hendra, we must thank him for all of his hard 
work in increasing the Trade numbers this year. This, along with 
the very popular trunk traders, is reason alone that some come to 
Beaulieu and one aspect we are keen to grow, so well done Graham 
for making that happen.

We welcome the following new members who joined during June

NEW MEMBERS
Graham Bradley, Westminster, London

Katie & Marc Warner, Sittingbourne, Kent

Owen Cumpson, Bath, Banes

Russell Bond, Winchester, Hampshire

Pascoe Porter, Hemel Hempstead, Herts

Harry & John Gordon-Finlayson, Banbury, Oxfordshire

Shaun Wright, Barnsley, South Yorkshire

Raymond Spiers, Folkestone, Kent

James Wren & Emma Chown, South Ockendon, Essex

Ian Bilbey, Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk

Russell Taylor, Exmouth, Devon

Dave Houston, Dalkeith, Midlothian

Clive & Ashley Barker, Northampton, Northamptonshire

Stephen & Shirley Bonny, Barnstable, Devon

Anthony Bush, Salisbury, Wiltshire

Judith & Robert Coffee, Yeovil, Somerset

Bryan Hurley, Cowes, Isle Of Wight

Alan Willcox, Wedmore, Somerset

Shauna Innell & John Nicholls, Bartley, Southampton

Alex Manning & Carrianne Gibbs, Bristol, South Gloucestershire

Denis Harvey, Langley, Hampshire

Andrew & Peter Camble, Bognor Regis, West Sussex

Bill Richards, Romney Marsh, Kent

Lewis & William Grech, Portsmouth, Hampshire

Sheldon Fling & Tracey Williams, Yeovil, Somerset

Sam Elliott, Southampton, Hampshire

George Comfort, Basingstoke, Hampshire

Fabio Tensi, Warwick, Warwickshire

Alex Kinsman, Woolavington, Somerset

Neal & Adam, Wilkinson, London

Stephen Spratt & Jane Burrell, Clevedon, North Somerset

Charlie & Cary Farmer, Saint Joseph, Missouri, USA

Steve Chetwood, Chester, Cheshire

Jamie Murdoch, Turners Hill, West Sussex

Gareth Melhuish-Jones, Manchester, Greater Manchester

Keith Grimes, Choppington, Northumberland

Sandra & Colin Wright, Cranleigh, Surrey
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Somerford mini LimiTed
Mini RESTORATiOn 
Being a small company guarantees that our customers 
receive the best personal service throughout the 
stages of their car’s restoration, from start to finish! 
Usually, one car is assigned to one restorer, enabling 
the work to be carried out with ease and perfection. 
We are able to draw on our vast stock of both new and 
second-hand parts, including very specialised body 
panels which are not widely available, enabling us to 
hand build a Mini that is ‘better than new!’.

PARTS DEPARTMEnT 
We boast one of the BIGGEST and most comprehensive 
parts departments In ThE World! We cater for All 
Minis and variants from 1959 to 2000. 

We carry 10,000 stock lines many of which are 
GEnUInE rover parts. From a trim clip to a bodyshell, 
we have everything covered and we manufacture a 
growing range of our own parts. Visit our WEBSITE, 
www.somerfordmini.co.uk which lists over 13,000 
parts and is the best resource tool in the industry!

SERVICING  l   SPARES  l   RESTORATION OTHER SERViCES
Although our name is synonymous 
with restoration we offer other 
services as well - anything from 
replacing an indicator bulb to 
preparing a race car, in fact the  
CoMPlETE SErVICE for the Mini 
enthusiast.

l   MOTs
l   Servicing
l   Accident Repair
l   Steam Cleaning
l   Valeting
l   Performance Conversions
l   Race Preparations
l   Restoration
l   Refurbishment
l   General Repairs
l   Rust Proofing
l   Valuations
l   All Spares and Accessories
l   Customising

If you want your Mini restoring, 
our team can do it. If you are doing 
it yourself, we can supply all of 
the parts and advice. If you are 
looking for expertise, knowledge, 
experience, quality, honesty and 
the most complete service you will 
find anywhere then look no further... 
come and talk to the experts!

Tel: 01249 721421    
Fax: 01249 721316    

Email: spares@somerfordmini.co.uk    
Website: www.somerfordmini.co.uk

SOMERfORD Mini LiMiTED

9 Harris Road,  
Porte Marsh Industrial Estate,  
Calne, Wiltshire  SN11 9PT   ADDRESS

nEW 

SM050 A5 Advert.indd   1 09/03/2016   11:52

Trade Supporter
2017



It’s still a little away off but I’m looking for cars for this year’s NEC 
Classic Motor Show in November. It will mean leaving your car from 
Thursday afternoon until Sunday evening. Please contact me if you can 
help.

Final call for the Kent Region’s popular summer run, The Ham Sandwich 
Run is taking place on the 20st August and very few spaces on it are left. 
So, please contact me to book on it.
That’s all for now!

Justin Ridyard 
Tel: (01304) 330715 
Tel: events@minicooper.org 

Remember to Like the MCR Facebook page at 
http://www.facebook.com/minicooperregister or 
scan the QR code with your smart phone to visit 
the page.

T he club can once again be proud 
of a fantastic Beaulieu event this 

year! A huge well done to Tony and the 
team for all the hard work for what is 
our showcase club day and one of the 
major Mini events on the calendar. The 
comments on social media once again 
were complementary for the event. 

There are some other fantastic events 
lined up for August so get your cars out 
and about. 

Croft Nostalgia, 5th August
Cambridge Mini Chill, 4th – 6th August

Mini in the Park, 13th August
Oulton Park Mini Festival, 19th August
Coopers at Castle Combe, 19th August
Ham Sandwich Run, 20th August
Motorsport at the Palace, 27th-28th August

We are planning a weekend trip to Belgium to commemorate 100 
years since the end of WW1. This involves an overnight stay in Ypres 
including dinner. We will run the event on Tulips and take in some of the 
traditional Ypres rally routes. The event will be named Mini Wipers (a 
name used by Tommy soldiers during the wars for the town). The plan 
is also to visit the trenches at Sanctuary Wood to get a feel of what it 
must have been like back in 1918. A likely date is the second weekend 
in July 2018 and the approximate cost will be £225-250 per car based 
on two sharing. Please email me at events@minicooper.org for pre-
registration and to be kept up to date on details of the event.

EVENTS

EVENTS CO-ORDINATOR − Justin Ridyard
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EVENTS CALENDAR
Key

Bold = National MCR event or Club stand Italics = 
Regional MCR event/attendance

August 2017

Event: Croft Nostalgia 
Date: 5th August  
Location: Croft Circuit near Darlington. Historic racing 
championships and static classic car.  
Contact: http://www.croftcircuit.co.uk/racing/nostalgia

Event: Cambridge Mini Chill 
Date: 4th – 6th August  
Location: Marley Eternit Sports and Social Club, 
Whaddon Road, Royston, Cambs SG8 5RL  
Contact: http://www.cambsminichill.co.uk/

Event: Mini in the Park 
Date: 13th August  
Location: Santa Pod Raceway, Northants  
Contact: www.minishow.co.uk

Event: Mini Festival 2017 
Date: 19th August  
Location: Oulton Park  
Contact: http://oultonpark.mini-festival.co.uk/

Event: Coopers at Castle Combe 
Date: 19th August  
Location: Castle Combe  
Contact: Graham Robinson –  
mk2registrar@minicooper.org

Event: Ham Sandwich Run 2017 
Date: 20th August  
Location: Kent  
Contact: Justin Ridyard – h13jkr@hotmail.co.uk

Event: Motorsport at the Palace 
Date: 27th-28th August  
Location: Crystal Palace  
Contact: www.motorsportatthepalace.co.uk

September 2017

Event: Beaulieu Autojumble 
Date: 2nd -3rd September 
Location: Beaulieu Motor Museum 
Contact: https://www.beaulieu.co.uk/

Event: Revival Meeting 
Date: 8th-10th September 
Location: Goodwood 
Contact: www.goodwood.co.uk

Event: Manchester Classic Car Show 
Date: 16th – 17th September 
Location: Event City, Manchester 
Contact: Mick Cooke, Lancs Region or  
Pete Flanagan

Event: Stanford Hall National Mini Day 
Date: 17th September 
Location: Nr Lutterworth, Leicestershire 
Contact: Jerry Filor - jfilor@talktalk.net

Event: Polderroute Part 8 – Belgium Minis on Tour  
Date: 17th September 
Location: Belgium 
Contact: http://www.belgianminisontour.be/
pages/190235/Kalender.html

Event: Drive Days at Shelsley Walsh – autumn  
Date: 22nd September 
Location: Shelsley Walsh Hill Climb, Shelsley Walsh, 
Worcester, Worcestershire WR6 6RP 
Contact: http://www.shelsleywalsh.com/

Event: OhSoRetroShow 2017 
Date: 24th September 
Location: Margate, Kent 
Contact: http://www.ohsoretro.co.uk/

Event: Pistons & Props Tour 2017 
Date: 24th September 
Location: Newbury 
Contact: www.dolphinclassictour.co.uk

Event: Minis to Ireland 2017 
Date: 21st-28th September 
Location: Ireland 
Contact: Lesley Young -  
membership@minicooper.org

Event: MiniWorld Action Day 
Date: 30th September 
Location: Castle Combe 
Contact: www.miniworld.co.uk

October 2017

Event: British Mini Fair 2 
Date: 15th October 
Location: Stoneleigh Park, Warwickshire  
Contact: Worcestershire Region. Mick Rowley -  
rminimick@aol.com

November 2017

Event: NEC Lancaster Classic Car Show 
Date: 10th - 12th November 
Location: NEC Birmingham  
Contact: Justin Ridyard - events@minicooper.org 

January 2018

Event: MINI FAIR 
Date: 28th January 2018 
Location: Bingley Hall, Staffordshire County Showground 
Contact: https://britishminiclub.co.uk/

Event: MCR Hinton Firs Weekend 
Date: TBC 27th-28th January 2018 
Location: Bournemouth 
Contact: Josh Bromage secretary@minicooper.org 
or telephone 07950 753299

February 2018

Event: London Classic Car Show 
Date: 15-18th February 2018 
Location: ExCeL London 
Contact: http://www.thelondonclassiccarshow.co.uk/

March 2018

Event: Brooklands Mini Day 
Date: TBC 19th May 2018 
Location: Brooklands Museum Trust Ltd, Brooklands Road, 
Weybridge. KT13 0QN 
Contact: https://www.brooklandsmuseum.com/

May 2018

Event: HIMLEY HALL 
Date: 13th May 2018 
Location: Nr Dudley, West Mildands, DY3 4DF 
Contact: https://britishminiclub.co.uk/

Event: IMM Portugal 
Date: 17th-23rd May 2018 
Location: Praia de Mira, Portugal 
Contact: http://www.thelondonclassiccarshow.co.uk/

Event: LSMOC London to Brighton Run 
Date: 20th May 2018 
Location: Praia de Mira, Portugal 
Contact: http://www.thelondonclassiccarshow.co.uk/

June 2018

Event: National Metro & Mini Show 2018 
Date: TBC 3rd June 2018 
Location: Gaydon 
Contact: https://www.britishmotormuseum.co.uk/events/
national-metro-and-mini-show

Event: MCR National Mini Cooper Day 
Date: TBC 10th June 
Location: Beaulieu. Static show with trade stands 
and concours judging. Also includes an autojumble. It 
is open to all marques of Minis/MINI’s.  
Contact: beaulieu@minicooper.org

June/July 2018

Event: Minis Wipers  
Date: TBC 
Location: Ypres Belgium  
Contact: Justin Ridyard - events@minicooper.org 

September/October 2018

Event: Minis to..   
Date: TBC 
Location: France  
Contact: Lesley Young -  
membership@minicooper.org

0843 453 9000  MINI-FESTIVAL.CO.UK
*Advance tickets available until midday Wednesday 16 August. Postage fee applies. 

Calls will cost 7p per minute plus your telephone company’s access charge.

ONLINE* TICKETS FROM £19   KIDS UNDER 13 FREE

  ALL MINI RACE LINE-UP    CAR CLUB STANDS 
  TRADE STANDS    FREE GRID WALK    KIDS YOUNGDRIVE SESSIONS 
  FUNZONE PLUS MORE FAMILY ENTERTAINMENT 

   

Brought toyou by

A FULL DAY OF MINI RACING AND HUGE MINI DISPLAYSA FULL DAY OF MINI RACING AND HUGE MINI DISPLAYS

AVAILABLE FOR MINI 

OWNERS AND CLUBS

See website for details

SPECIAL
DISCOUNTS



National Mini Cooper Day − Beaulieu 2017

Beaulieu is over for another year and although the planning now starts 
for 2018, it is good to reflect on a successful day. Thankfully, we were 

blessed with clear skies and sunshine. The fields at the National Motor 
Museum were, once again, filled with Minis of all types. There were a 
couple of last minute dramas including one with the event sticker. But 
thankfully in this instance a local company came to the rescue and printed 
1,200 of the required design (a cartoon of a MK2S) on the same day!

This year it was a celebration of the Mk 2 Cooper and Cooper S and 
an appropriate display of such cars was arranged by Nick Hunter and 
Graham E. Robinson. Their efforts were rewarded with a good turnout 
of no less the 27 cars that made for a good central arena display. Our 
Honorary Club President, Michael Cooper, came in his much loved Mk 
2S and gave a personal prize to his favourite car of the throng.

Also in the arena were a couple of other displays. Each year we try to 
have something different to appeal to all tastes. This year there was an eye 
catching display called Sawn not Sorn; a collection of sprinted, chopped, 
shortened and generally modified Minis. Graham Hendra, who comes up 
with these ideas, excelled this year with a wide selection of vehicles. 

Our Modern MINI content this year was to be provided by Sussex 
Road and Race. The original idea was to have a display of modified 
R53 Cooper Ss. Regrettably, due to a mechanical failure with the 
transporter truck; they were only able to get 3 cars into the arena. 
Unfortunately, these things happen and I remain grateful to Sussex 
Road and Race for coming to our show at Beaulieu.

The Concours competition this year was very well attended and 
the Judges had their work cut out. Classes 1 and 7 of the revised 
Concours this year were full and several of the other classes had 
healthy numbers. My thanks go to Graham Robinson, who stood in at 
the last minute, and his team of helpers and judges.

Just outside of the arena and behind the usual glorious display of 
Ex-Works and competition cars, Roger Hunt, our RSP registrar had 

assembled a line up of the original Rover Cooper RSP publicity cars. 
They have not been seen together for many years and are a testament 
to their owner’s hard work. I understand that Roger gained many grey 
hairs in putting together such a gathering.

Carole Nash, our club sponsors, attended with the Mini Cooper that 
was restored by Fuzz Townshend and his team, which rightly attracted 
a good gathering.

Dave Thomas came some distance with the Mini rally car driven by 
Louise Thomas with Emily Easton-Page. Unfortunately, the girls were 
unable to attend, but again the car provoked plenty of interest.

Graham Robson handled the mic once again this year and entertained 
with his interview with Fuzz Townshend of Car SOS fame. Revealing 
some nice little gems, including the Mercedes that has cost a fortune 
to restore! Graham also chatted to Mike Cooper about his own Mk 2 
Cooper S and our VIP guests about their experiences. 

Trunk trading proved, once again, to be a popular way to make a little 
cash and dispose of some unwanted treasure. That and the extended 
trading area made for a good shopping experience and I saw many 
people with purchases tucked under their arms.

My thanks go to all the helpers without whom the show could not 
take place. They spend a couple of hours or so directing traffic, 
helping in the info caravan and other essential jobs. I hope that they 
will offer their services again next year. 

I would also like to thank all those who provided cars for the 
various displays.

See you next year.

Tony Salter - Show organiser
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By Tony Salter

Beaulieu MCR day awards 2107
Concours results 2017
Class 1. 1st place - Paul Baker - OGU 687D - Mk1 Cooper S 2nd place - Peter Parr - DLG 830F - Austin Cooper S Mk2
Class 2. 1st place - Andrew Conreen - AFL 630J - Mk3 Cooper S 2nd place - Ella Whitchurch - VJT 309 - Morris Mk1 Cooper
Class 3. 1st place - Martin Diamond - R939 WPA - Rover Cooper  2nd place - Maureen Hitchman -N13 FUN - Rover Cooper 35
Class 4.  1st place - Brian Hulbert - R48 JYJ - Rover Cooper
Class 5. 1st place - Andy Nash - HNJ 439D - Morris Traveller 2nd place - John Pook - DOY 579D - Austin Countryman
Class 6. 1st place - Ryan Upward - AAU 621K - Mini 1000 2nd place - Dan Dutch - G598 XOR - Mini 30
Class 7. 1st place - Roger Algar - GX15 MXJ - MINI Roadster 2nd place - Julia Robinson - DU52 CRX - MINI Cooper S

Other awards and prizes 2017
Beaulieu Cup winner from classes - 1 & 2. - Peter Parr - DLG 830F - Austin Cooper S Mk2
John White Cup - (Chief Judge’s special award - Nicky Cole - Mk1 Cooper S - OBZ 868
Mini World car of the show - Ella and Mark Whitchurch - 1963 Mk1 Cooper - VJT 309
The big valve - (personality) - Sally Salter
Regional Club award - Kent Region
Graham Allen Award - (Spirit of the event award) - Nick Hunter
Best region stand at Beaulieu - Scottish MCR Region 
Best Mk2 Cooper of the show as judged by Mike Cooper - Steve and Beverley Williams’ Cooper S registered WAB 590G
John Kelly Commemorative award. (Awarded to a Mk1 Cooper in the spirit of John Kelly) - Barry Warters - 707 ETH
Editor’s award - awarded to Alan Clark the 1275 GT Registrar 
Don Moore Trophy - (for services to the club) - awarded to John White
New MCR member prize draw - Sheldon Fling’s name was drawn and he received a Halfords tool bag
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Class 5 - 2nd - John Pook
DOY 579D - Austin Countryman

Class 6 - 2nd - Dan Dutch 
G598 XOR - Mini 30

Class 1 - 2nd -Peter Parr
DLG 830F - Austin Cooper S Mk2F

Class 4 - 1st - Brian Hulbert
R48 JYJ - Rover Cooper

Class 1 - 1st - Paul Baker  
OGU 687D - Mk1 Cooper S

Class 3 - 2nd - Maureen Hitchman
N13 FUN – Rover Cooper 3

Class 6 - 1st - Ryan Upward
AAU 621K - Mini 1000

Class 3 - 1st - Martin Diamond
R939 WPA - Rover Cooper

Class 2 - 2nd - Ella Whitchurch
VJT 309 - Morris Mk1 Cooper

Class 5 - 1st - Andy Nash
HNJ 439D - Morris Traveller

Class 2 - 1st - Andrew Conreen
AFL 630J - Mk3 Cooper S

Photos by Blue Pig Photography
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Photos by Blue Pig Photography

John Kelly Commemorative award.  
(Awarded to a Mk1 Cooper in the spirit of 
John Kelly) - Barry Warters  - 707 ETH

Graham Allen Award -  
(Spirit of the event award) - Nick Hunter

Editor’s award - awarded to Alan Clark the 
1275 GT Registrar 

Class 7 - 2nd - Julia Robinson  
DU52 CRX - MINI Cooper SF

Regional Club award - Kent Region

Best Mk2 Cooper of the show as judged by 
Mike Cooper - Steve and Beverley Williams’ 
Cooper S registered WAB 590G

Class 7 - 1st - Roger Algar 
GX15 MXJ - MINI Roadster

The big valve - (personality) Sally Salter

Best region stand at Beaulieu -  
Scottish MCR Region 

John White Cup - (Chief Judge’s special award) 
- Nicky Cole - Mk1 Cooper S - OBZ 868

Mini World car of the show - Ella and Mark 
Whitchurch - 1963 Mk1 Cooper - VJT 309

Beaulieu Cup winner from classes 1 & 2 
Peter Parr - DLG 830F - Austin Cooper S Mk2
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Long lost racers reunite
By Phil Thompson

MEMBERS’ ARTICLES

Mini Cooper Register members, Terry Hart from Salisbury and Phil 
Thompson from Andover, crossed each other's paths but unbeknown 

to them way back in 1977, because of their mutual interest in racing their 
respective Mini Coopers in BARC events. They would arrive at venues to 
compete in group A racing, although Terry would be in his modified up to 
1,300cc class with his 1275 S. Phil however, would be in his modified up to 
1,000cc class with his 999cc screamer special saloon.

Terry was employed in the sales department of an Austin distributor 
in Salisbury, and as it was a family concern, he was fortunate that the 
chairman’s son was also interested in motorsport. This enabled him to use 
vehicles such as an A35 and later Minis in competition such as autotests 
etc with considerable success. He later purchased a 1275 S as a family car 
which was Downton modified with twin H4carbs Downton head /manifold 
and 544 camshaft. He used this car for hillclimbs and sprints but eventually 
it was taken off the road and used in circuit racing with reasonable success, 
and being maintained by his good friend Paul Bright.

Phil was a vehicle body builder for a company in Andover and bought his 
car which was running an over-square fully balanced 999cc  Sigma engine, 
Bryan Slark head on a twin 2” Maniflow manifold and sat on Mamba wheels 
and slicks. Set up and maintained by him after work using the facilities of 
his employer’s workshop, it would return a similar time to Terry’s car but 
the 1275 just had the edge. Having said that, Phil went on to win the BARC 
National Sprint Championship in 1979 in his class, before a mortgage and 
move to Southampton with work put paid to anymore racing.

Moving on many more years, a chance meeting in Terry's office at Goddard’s 
of Salisbury where Terry was the car salesman and  had originally supplied 
Phil’s 1070 S, he spotted a picture on the wall of a Mini at the chicane at 
Thruxton. Terry said it was him in 1978, so as stories of different tracks and 
venues were mentioned, Phil went home and dug out all his past results and 
programmes and, sure enough, there was Terry at the same events.

Then at the first Back To Downton meeting in 2008 they both met up 
again this time with their cars. Terry in his restored immaculate back to 
original 1275 ex-race car in its Surf blue colour and trim with the same 
engine, and Phil with his Smoke grey MK1 1070 S engine back in place.

They are now in regular contact and after 40 years meet up again at 
Downton, Castle Combe, and Beaulieu throughout the year.

Phil Thompson
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John Davenport
By Peter Barker

MEMBERS’ ARTICLES

It would be hard to find anyone with a greater knowledge of 20th 
century rallying than John Davenport. Having been a competitor, 

journalist, team director and rally organiser in his time, JDFD has a wealth 
of historical know how and a particular fondness for the Mini Cooper.

This article is based upon an interview I had with John which was 
originally published in MiniWorld magazine.

“I started my working career as a trainee patent agent for a firm in the 
City of London. Rallying was discovered at university however. I was at 
Oxford at the same time as John Brown who subsequently won the RAC 
Rally with Erik Carlsson and he was the leading light of the OUMDC, the 
university’s motor club, at that time. Along with a man called Charles 
Pickering, I did many rallies in a black 850 Mini previously owned by 
Tish Ozanne, a BMC Works driver of the day. It was so black that if 
you parked it at night without lights it was easy to lose it! It was also 
quite slow even by contemporary standards. I often had to push it uphill 
thanks to a combination of low power and a standard final drive ratio. 
On one Sunday Mercury rally, we got stuck on a hill in Wales behind Don 
Grimshaw’s Ex-Works Healey which was on fire. On another occasion I 
recall being overtaken by one of the rear wheels which had sheared off at 
the stud holes. The early steel wheels were weak in that regard.

During my time at the patent agency I began to write rally reports for 
Motoring News. It came about through John Sprinzel with whom I had done 
some rallies. We did the Birmingham Post rally together and at breakfast after 
the event he asked me if I would write a report for MN as he didn’t have 
time. One thing led to another and at the end of 1962, Andrew Whyte, who 
was returning to work at Jaguar, offered me the job of rallies editor for MN.

As rallies editor and writer of the famous ‘Verglas’ column I was able to start 
going on International Rallies as a journalist. My first was the Monte in 1963 
which I followed with the staff photographer Laurie Morton. The next step 
was to compete internationally and Brian Culcheth and I entered the Tulip 
Rally with the benediction of Stuart Turner at BMC. ‘I shall be watching your 
progress’ he said. We finished ninth overall in Brian’s Austin Healey Sebring 
Sprite. After that Sir Peter Moon and I did several international rallies in his 
Ex-Works Healey and then we did a couple in his Mini Cooper S (registered 
24PK) including a horrific roll on the Manx Rally. In those days I was doing 20 
or 30 rallies a year, mostly club events interspersed with internationals.

I preferred international events where intimate knowledge of the Welsh lanes 
played no part, and my first proper Works drive actually came with Rover. 
Tony Cox and I did the 1963 RAC Rally in a huge Rover P5. It wasn’t tuned 
to any degree but was driven with great enthusiasm by Toney to 23rd overall 
and 4th in class. It was rather heavy to push back onto the road compared to 
a Mini however. I did the 1964 Monte in a Ford Cortina GT and retired quite 
early in the competitive stuff but, as a dedicated reporter, I got a lift down to 
Monte to see Paddy and Henry achieve their ground breaking victory.

Back in the British Isles I was asked to do the Circuit of Ireland with 
Derek Boyd, the younger brother of Adrian. Despite a sump guard 
being fitted, Derek’s 997cc Mini Cooper cracked its sump on a rough 
road at Doochary in Donegal and we were out. However, we repaired 
the sump with rags and Isopon filler and raced south to compete (out of 
the competition) on the Sunday run around Killarney. We had practised 
some of the stages beforehand, and sure enough, we made fastest time 
of the day on most of them.

Brian Culcheth had now got himself a 1071cc Mini Cooper S and we 
entered the Lyon-Charbonnieres Rally in it. We won our class despite 
T-boning Eugen Bohringer in a huge Mercedes when he turned hairpin 
left in front of us at the end of a stage! Barrie Williams burst onto the 
international rally scene in 1964 with a win on the Welsh Rally. He asked me 
to do the Gulf London rally with him but disaster struck on the way to the 
first stage at Loton Park. I decided to make the journey in the back of my 
girlfriend’s car and do the plotting for the night section on the way. Barrie 
followed in his Mini Cooper S. However, he stopped to pick up a female 
hitchhiker and we lost him. He dropped the girl off and drove like mad only 

to get to Loton Park to find that we had gone back to look for him! Barrie 
forgave me and we did the Geneva Rally together. We crossed the finish 
line of the Mont Revard hillclimb on the crest of the road only to discover 
that there was sheet ice on the other side. We did several pirouettes on 
the slippery surface which didn’t amuse Barrie as there was a huge drop off 
the side of the road. David Friswell then asked me to do the 1964 Coupe 
des Alpes with him in his new 1275cc Cooper S. It was my first taste of 
road racing French style. Sadly, the car’s exhaust fell off between Sigale 
and Entrevaux and we retired. Despite several visits to the stretch of road 
where we thought we had lost the exhaust pipe we never found it.

The 1965 Monte was my epic Mini drive. I was entered with Geoff Mabbs 
in his factory supported 1071cc Cooper S. Starting from Athens, we were 
running at number 274. Rauno Aaltonen and Tony Ambrose were out soon 
after entering France with a broken distributor. Then the blizzard struck. 
We got to a passage control after St.Claude at Le Poizat where many cars 
were stuck on the hill. We checked in and then reversed out and doubled 
back to the main road. We got into Chambery on time and then set off to 
tackle the first stage over the Col du Granier. It was appalling. Geoff did his 
best but in places there were several feet of snow in the road. When the 
Mini hit it, soft slabs of snow hit the windscreen and stopped the wipers 
working. We had to open the doors and lean out to knock it off the screen 
and then get the wipers going again. Needless to say, the heater was next 
to useless. Having lost lots of time, we cleared the Chamrousse, got to 
Gap and then on the last stage that was in snow, put the car so deeply into 
a snowdrift that it was impossible to continue. We walked out of the stage 
and found some Gendarmes who had a bottle of schnapps. It was a real 
pity for Geoff who had driven his heart out and really deserved a result. 
The last car to reach Monte Carlo that year was numbered 151; every one 
of the later numbers had retired. Geoff did enjoy the after rally party at Cap 
Ferrat however. He persuaded Alec Issigonis to stand on some rocks in the 
sea with him whilst they swayed along with the local fire dancer who was 
dressed as a pirate. It was a great party.

Geoff and I also did the Tour de France Automobile that year in the Cooper 
S. The Tour was a fantastic event, the route went round the whole of 
France for ten days interspersed with races and hill climbs at famous venues. 
It was a rule of the event that the co-driver had to drive at least one of the 
tests, and so I chose a hillclimb up the Col de Bramont. We had been given 
a copy of Henry Liddon’s pace notes and it was dark and pouring with rain. 
I got into the driving seat and set off. Geoff was fumbling with the pace 
notes and as we approached the first crest at full speed suddenly the surface 
turned to cobbles. The road disappeared over the crest and Geoff said ‘Oh 
shit. There’s a hairpin right!’ Three times during that corner he and I thought 
we were going off but I managed to cling onto the road and we survived. 
Geoff did all the driving after that. Later on in the event the car started to 
lose water but the service crews urged us to continue on, wrongly as it 
turned out. The cylinder head gasket went and we were out.

John Davenport

Dave Higgs and John Davenport in front of 
two Metro 6R4s at the rally show 2011
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I signed with Ford for 1966 and so further Works Mini drives were 
out. The Lotus Cortina that I crewed with Vic Elford on the Rallye 
Monte Carlo suffered fuel pump failure on the Levens test, and so we 
were spared the disqualification handed out to the other British Works 
crews. However, we did witness the various goings-on in Monte Carlo. 
The CSI, who wrote the rules of motorsport at that time, were very 
Francophile and had re-written the regulations for Touring Cars that 
year, in an attempt to favour what they considered to be standard cars. 
BMC achieved compliance with the new regulations and Stuart Turner 
did everything he could to make sure his cars were legal. Charles 
Faucon, the chief Monte scrutineer, was so certain that the Minis 
were illegal however, that he had them dismantled to the last nut and 
bolt, weighing and measuring every part. When he could find nothing 
wrong he had to justify all that effort by something and he resorted 
to picking on their single-filament quartz-iodine headlamp bulbs as 
an excuse. It was not a high point of the sport as a sport, but it gave 
BMC and rallying more publicity than winning the event would have 
done. The BMC mechanics had their revenge however, they found out 
where Citroen were having their after rally party to celebrate their 
unexpected success, and removed every last wheel nut from every car 
parked outside the restaurant.”

John continued his rallying career as a co-driver with Ford, Lancia and 
others, until he was recruited to the RAC Motor Sport Department in 
1975 as their first Motor Sport Executive working under Dean Delamont 
and Basil Tye. After a year he was headhunted by Leyland Cars to become 
their Director of Motorsport, a post he held until 1987. During that time 
he was instrumental in supporting Richard Longman’s Mini 1275GT to its 
British Touring Car Championship wins in 1978 and 1979. He was also the 
instigator of the Metro 6R4 designed by Williams GP Engineering, and the 
subsequent rally programme which came to an abrupt halt when Group B 
cars were outlawed from international rallies at the end of 1986.

Now back in the role of motoring writer, John is the author of many 
books on rallying during the 20th century and a regular contributor 
to Motorsport magazine. He describes his sport during the post-war 
decades as ‘real rallies’. Mini enthusiasts of today can only envy his 
involvement in the sport during such golden years.

© Peter Barker 2017.
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My take on Peter Laidler’s July 2017 article on Waterless 180 coolant
By Richard Pengelly

MEMBERS’ ARTICLES

Peter, I thought you wrote a good article on the Waterless 180 Coolant 
and it was really informative. However, I would like to add my comments 

about the product from an engine design/performance point of view. As you 
said in your article Peter “if you can think of a downside let me know.”

The 'A' series range of engines and the majority of passenger car 
engines, have engine and car cooling systems designed to run on a 
water antifreeze (ethylene glycol) mix. These cooling systems are 
subject to extensive testing by the manufacturer to ensure they work 
under various operating conditions and ambient temperatures.

These waterless coolants are based on a blend of additives including 
ethylene glycol, usually with further additives which also render them 
non toxic. The up side is they have a high boiling point and a low 
freezing point. However, there are downsides as well.

They have a low heat transfer characteristics. When pushed, 
manufacturers claim this has not caused any problems with over 
500,000 engine conversions. However, I feel this is a characteristic not 
to be swept under the carpet. Engines, and especially the ‘A’ series, 
need to dissipate the heat rapidly from the head, round the combustion 
chambers, exhaust valves and bores. Failure to do this will promote 
cracking between valve seats (a well known ‘A’ series problem) and 
piston scuffing due to lubrication breakdown between piston and bore.

Now there is a lot of discussion in manufacturers’ literature about localised 
boiling of coolant water. Well, this was a problem on old thermo siphon side 
valve engines and systems, but it is not a problem with modern pressurised 
cooling systems. So I consider this to be a red herring argument. 

Why have the industry not adopted this cooling product if it is supposed to 
be so good? Well, piston scuffing and attendant ring bore wear due lack of 
that lubrication film between bore and piston ring is a real problem. And 
lack of lubrication leads to high oil consumption and premature engine 
wear. Head cooling, and maintaining that under all operating conditions, 
is also a major issue. So, the fact that this product reduces heat transfer 

is a negative. Peter you said your temperature gauge could not get to ‘N’ 
well, that is because this coolant is not dissipating heat away from the 
combustion chamber and bores, but holding the heat in these areas.

These coolant manufacturers claim they have not seen any problems, 
however long term, expect premature bore/piston and ring wear as the 
lubrication film is reduced. Head cooling problems, which have always been 
a bit marginal on 'A' series engines, can lead to valve seat cracking when 
the engine is pushed hard. For example, when the Rover MPI engine was 
developed, they redesigned the head cooling water passages to cope with 
the increased power just to help overcome the head cooling problem.

Personally, as a Charted Engineer with 30 years experience developing 
engines and powertrain systems, I would not use this product, nor 
recommend it. However, the company’s literature tells no untruths so if 
others wish to use this product they are free to do so.

I would always recommend distilled water with the correct level of 
antifreeze to ensure cold weather protection, see Figure 1. For racers 
who just run cars in the summer months and drain out during winter, 
distilled water will give the best heat transfer performance and, as a 
consequence, the coolest running engine.

I hope that my observations are not too much of a down side for 
you Peter.

Richard Pengelly ©
July 2017

Antifreeze Concentration 
by volume %

Commences to 
Freeze Deg.C

Frozen Solid 
Deg.C

25 -13 -26

33 -19 -36

50 -36 -48

The BMC Experience - Reloaded
The BMC Experience magazine has recently been shut down, but The Mini Experience 
Reloaded is still available in digital format on-line. 

Each issue mostly focuses on a theme, with a few additional stories as well. There are 
almost always plenty of good Cooper  & Cooper S stories.

More than a “Best of” or rehash of old material, each issue includes features from The 
Mini Experience, The BMC Experience, updated and corrected where necessary, as well 
as some new unpublished material. There are also many more photographs included, 
that there was insufficient room to include in the printed magazines.

And all this at a fraction of the cost of the printed magazine, making it accessible to all 
Mini enthusiasts around the world.

The main themes are:

Issue 1 – Main theme is birth of the Mini in Australia and a detailed look at the base models. 

Issue 2 – the history of the Moke.

Issue 3 – Works Minis in Australia. 

Issue 4 – All the Minis that raced at Bathurst 

Issue 5 – the sporting Minis in Australia.

Issue 6 – the Limited Edition Minis.

Issue 7 – (out on 14 July) the long-wheelbase Minis.

Issue 8 – (out in October) Police Minis & Army Mokes.

To grab a copy of the digital magazine, or to 
subscribe, go to www.pocketmags.com/au/the-
mini-experience-magazine
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A big thank you 
I think that a big and well deserved round of thanks is deserved 
by the hard working Nick Hunter and Graham Robinson, the Mk2 
Cooper and S registrars for their work and organisation at Beaulieu 
in respect of the Mk2 50th anniversary display. They won’t tell you 
this, but many hours were spent between them burning the midnight 
oil ensuring that the behind the scenes activities all came together on 
the day for the 50th birthday boys. The right proportionate mix of 
998’s and S cars, most of the colours, arranging preparing and calling 
the last minute stand-ins and….  yep, it was all sewn-up, signed and 
sealed a couple of days beforehand.  And on the day, every car had its 
place. Thanks Nick and Graham - a pleasure to help out.

If I could, can I also say how nice it was to see so many of the delightful 
998 Coopers showing off too. They just make my day a happy day!

Peter Laidler
SKD 220G

Beaulieu! What a brilliant day! 
Through the pages of CooperWorld I would like to thank most 
sincerely all our Mini Cooper friends, many from the Mini Cooper 
Club days - before 1986 and the MCR!

Once the surprise news of our wedding, on a cruise ship between 
Mallorca and Crete, became public (nobody, not even Matt and 
Heather, my children, knew before the event) we have been 
inundated with cards and gifts from friends.

We would like to thank everyone for their kindness, especially the 
Warwickshire Region of the MCR who turned our May Regional Club 
Meeting into a glorified wedding breakfast. Also, everyone at Beaulieu 
who came to chat and look at the wedding photographs. Additional 
heartfelt thanks to Lyn and Paul Wilson for their gift, the balloons in 
the car, the banners on the front and rear screens and, what was not 
so obvious before we drove off, the half a dozen red, white and blue 
tin cans attached to the rear of the car. Julie heard them, I did not!! 
(Off to Specsavers hearing aid department tomorrow). A friend from 
Rugby and some Beaulieu staff helped remove them and they are 
now displayed in pride of place in my garage.

Thanks again to all  

Don and Julie

CooperWorld 
After much procrastination, I have finally put pen to paper to 
congratulate you on the magazine.

I am unable to get to shows or meetings so the magazine is my window 
on the Club and I must say it is as good as a professional publication.

I am glad we have people able to write about their memories 
with BMC and for the technical articles from Richard (I would 
love to read more on nuts and bolts re their different ratings..?). 
His article in the June issue bought back distant memories of my 
apprenticeship with S and S graphs!

What constantly amazes me is the knowledge of the registrars who 
have more information in their finger tips than I will ever have despite 
27 years in the motor industry. John Parnell is a particular highlight!

I wish I could write more as you are always asking but I do not think I 
could produce much of interest! I think you could defiantly class me as a 
‘sleeping’ member.

By the way, I think the Club’s approach to attracting younger 
members is essential as none of us are getting any younger. It 
appears to be a common problem in the club world as youngsters 
seem more interested in social media.

The latter is a subject that holds no appeal to me and I have only 
used the forum once or twice so I hope you are able to keep the 
magazine going for many years (or as long as I am a member!)

Keep up the good work.   

Rob Glenister

Evans waterless 180 Coolant 
I read Peter Laidler's article about Evans waterless 180 coolant with 
interest. He asks at the end of the article for a 'down side'.

There is one - although it may not be significant if the car is not used 
in the winter. The heating system is affected - basically it doesn't give 
anything like as much heat as it would do with water in the system.

I know this as I had it put in my modern Morgan. The following winter 
the car's cockpit barely warmed up whereas, it had previously been, 
if anything, too hot. So, the waterless coolant was taken out of the 
Morgan and the water put back in and the heating returned to normal.

However, I am having the stuff put in my '66 Cooper next week as it 
will not be coming out in the cold.

Hope this is of interest/help.   

Ian Bilbey

Nuts, bolts, washers and screws 
Great and most informative article again from Dick Pengelly 
(CooperWorld June 2017 page 34) on the why’s and wherefores 
of what we call ‘mechanical fixings,’ or just nuts, bolts, washers and 
screws to the restorers out there.  

While we all(?) understand the importance of them in relation to 
mechanical things, I’m sure Richard will agree with me, that we’ve 
seen some REAL howlers during our time, simply caused by home 
restorers - and others who really ought to know better -  lacking the 
basic mechanical engineering knowledge regarding them. A lot of it 
is basic engineering common sense with a bit of common sense and 
‘…..the bleedin’ obvious…’ thrown in for good measure.  I admit that 
I am one for always adding a smear of Coppaslip on a thread which 
should really be dry, contrary to good engineering practice!

I just wish that Richard had been my teacher during the relevant 
part of my loooong 60s era mech’ engineering apprenticeship. And 
later at Uni where it still hadn’t really sunk in.  He’s made it so 
simple by being readable.

Might I suggest to all you budding restorers out there embarking on 
the big build-up of your Mini Cooper, to get a photocopy of Richard’s 
article and pin it to the garage wall. But that’s not all……..  Every 
time you put a bolt in a hole, refer to the article, and make sure that it 
is the right bolt, nut and washer combination and in the right order!

And while I’ve got your ear regarding bolts and screws…….  I 
had cause to take out the screws holding the rear lamp lens in 
place. In doing so, one was so tight and presumably corroded in 
place (dissimilar materials – remember it from your school physics 
lessons?) that it took the thread out of the frangible alloy housing!  
A bit of a disaster as it meant removing the fuel tank to affect a fix.  
Can I suggest that the next time YOU have to unscrew/remove 
these screws, dunk the thread in trusty Coppaslip or graphite 
grease, and any future problem end there.

(The stripped thread problem was repaired by boring the stripped 
thread hole oversize and inserting and locking in place a pre-drilled 
and correctly threaded brass bush.  Now you know the fix too!)  
And thanks again Dick, brilliant piece of work as usual   

Peter Laidler

LETTERS
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The dangers of motor racing are a risk many are prepared to 
take to get the adrenaline rush that driving a car fast gives in 

a legal way. Sometimes things can, and indeed, do go wrong. This 
month, Bruce McLaren could potentially have been celebrating his 
80th birthday on 30th August – except fate intervened during a 
Goodwood test of his hugely powerful McLaren Can-Am sports car. 
It was 2nd June 1970 and a thoroughly nice chap, talented driver, 
race car engineer and family man was taken in a split second.

The late 1950s and early 1960s was a watershed period for New 
Zealand motor racing, with a foresighted governing body helping 
establish some of NZ’s talented up and coming drivers’ reach the big 
time. Bruce McLaren was the first to receive the ‘Driver to Europe’ 
gong from his peers in NZ in early 1958 at just 20 years old. 

With his family behind him, but especially his dad, Les McLaren, 
(affectionately known as ‘Pop’) giving his full support to Bruce with his 
motor racing, and yet Bruce having overcome Perthes disease as a child, 
which left him with one leg shorter than the other and a lifelong limp, 
he did not let this affliction deter him in whatever he did. 

Bruce started what would become his life’s career as a young 
teenager in late 1952 with a trusty pre-war Austin Seven Ulster 
in the likes of hillclimbs and even the odd bit of beach and airfield 
racing. What followed saw him advancing through the local ranks 
with an Ford 10 special, Austin Healey and 2 Cooper racing cars 
– the first a T39 bobtail and then a T43. Both supplied via the 
entrepreneurial Jack Brabham, having established a great friendship 
with the McLaren’s when Jack visited NZ for International motor 
racing events. Bruce’s talent shone and with Jack’s encouragement, 
he and his Kiwi mate, Colin Beanland, went off on the big adventure 
to England in March 1958. Overseas travel usually meant going by 
ship in those days and that’s how it was for the young Kiwi pair, 
catching a ship from Sydney, Australia bound for England.

Despite being 11 years his junior, Bruce was of like-minded 
engineering talent to Jack Brabham and this saw Bruce’s April 1958 
arrival in the UK quickly welcomed into the Cooper’s Surbiton 
racing car establishment and racing car very soon after. The Aintree 
200 meeting on the 19th April became his christening to British 
motor racing. His entry for the meeting was so fresh that in the 
race programme what would have been his Cooper Car Co Ltd 
entry, simply had “Dvr: to be nominated”. Despite that, his presence 
managed to come to the attention of Gregor Grant in his 25th April 
1958 Autosport Aintree race report. Further press attention would 
follow with regular race meetings around the English and European 
circuits that season (see 1959 NZ GP programme feature for 
details). By 3rd August 1958 Bruce was making his grand prix debut 
in a Formula 2 Cooper at the long and daunting Nürburgring for that 
year’s German GP. His 5th place finish was the first F2 car home, 
however, had he been in an F1 Cooper that day he would have 
netted championship points in his first World Championship GP!

That race heralded the first of Bruce’s 100 starts in World 
Championship GP – 4 of them he would win. Three won with 
Cooper and the other in a car of his own team’s construction. 
Bruce also took part in one other 1958 World Championship 
event – the final one (round 11) for the year. That was the 19th 
October Moroccan GP and saw him take 13th place in his Cooper 
Car Company entry. The race would prove to be somewhat bitter 
sweet, with Mike Hawthorn becoming Britain’s new F1 World 
Champion (1st Briton to do so). However, Stuart Lewis-Evans had 
crashed his Vanwall and would succumb to his injuries 6 days later. 

OLD STUFF − Stephen Dalton

Austin Sevens were an inexpensive means to motor sport. 
Here ‘Pop’ McLaren stands proudly behind his pot hunting son 

in the first ‘McLaren’ racing car

19 yrs old Bruce McLaren at the wheel of the ex 
Brabham Cooper T39

Apologies for the out of focus photo, but this rare colour slide 
captures Bruce, somewhat distracted during his first GP at the 

daunting Nürburgring in August 1958. Not a place you want to be 
distracted for long!
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New Zealand was rightfully proud of their boy, Bruce. This is the 
feature published in the January 1959 NZ Grand Prix programme

Bruce, then 21yrs old was the 1959 NZ Gold Star winner

The ill-fated Russell/McLaren 1959 Le Mans Cooper-Monaco T49

Throughout 1958 Bruce had tested the British motor racing scene and 
held up extremely well. He would also gain a regular gig with Cooper 
for their 1959 World Championship F1 campaign – becoming the small 
team’s 3rd driver with Jack Brabham and Masten Gregory. But first, he 
and his Kiwi mate Colin, headed back home to New Zealand to see 
family and keen enthusiasts ready for the southern hemisphere’s summer 
International motor racing events, held there in January/early February 
1959 where Bruce ran a Cooper. For Bruce the chase was on to beat the 
international drivers who ventured to the shaky isles ‘down under’ to get 
his name on a home Grand Prix win. Bruce netted a 3rd in the 1959 NZ 
GP at Ardmore behind the Stirling Moss and Jack Brabham Coopers. He 
also took a 3rd at Wigram behind Ron Flockhart’s BRM and Brabham’s 
Cooper. Then he beat both of them at Teretonga. During this home visit 
he also won at smaller events at Waimate, Ohakea and Levin, against his 
fellow Kiwis and picked up NZ’s Gold Star Road Race Championship 
in the process. The dream of a NZ GP win would take several more 
summer visits home before he would receive the chequered flag first. 
That took place in 1964, by which stage it was held at the Pukekohe 
circuit with the New Zealand and Australian Internationals having officially 
become the Tasman Championship that same year.

He left for England again after those successful 1959 NZ Internationals 
and Gold Star races, this time another of Bruce’s mates, Phil Kerr 
travelled with him to take up where Colin Beanland had left off in 1958 
– Colin deciding to stay home in NZ. Phil would quickly establish himself 
in England touring to events with Bruce in the ex Betty Brabham Morris 
Minor and even set up and run Jack Brabham’s new business venture, 
Jack Brabham Motors in Hook Road Chessington, where they would 
sell Standard, Triumph, plus Rootes Group vehicles. The business was 
officially opened by John Cooper on 1st October 1959. Bruce would 
keep himself busy racing, not just for Coopers official team, but where 
possible would slip behind the wheel of racing cars run by the likes of 
Alan Brown and John Coombs in sports cars, F2, or non-championship 
events to finesse his driving and experience. The cream however, was the 
young Kiwi contesting 7 of the nine 1959 F1 World Championship rounds 
(the Indy 500 counted as a round in that era, but was irrelevant for most 
GP Drivers’ Championship chase). Of more importance, he missed the 
31st May 1959 Dutch GP. Reasoning for that is succinctly mentioned by 
Cooper’s, Andrew Ferguson in Cooper Golden Years, “Entries were kept 
to a minimum at Zandvoort, and so Bruce unfortunately found no reward for 
his Monaco drive.” The Monaco drive Andrew refers to is, of course, the 
10th May opening round of the 1959 F1 World Championship, where 
Bruce picked up a fine 5th place when team-mate Brabham tasted his 
first F1GP victory. After the Dutch there was a 5 week F1 hiatus as the 
intended June 1959 Belgian GP was cancelled over start money issues.

Not sitting idle, and even though Bruce may have missed out in Holland, 
he was about to start his Le Mans motor racing chapter, his first entry 
into the classic French race that would see him named in the winners 
list by 1966. For 1959 he was part of the Cooper Car Co-entered, 
Jim Russell-owned Cooper Monaco T49 for the 20th -21st June Le 
Mans 24 hour Sports Car endurance race. That first attempt all ended 
badly late on Saturday night when Jim Russell holding a failing gearbox 
in gear, crashed into one of the small capacity class cars that had been 
running for Index of Thermal Efficiency/Performance honours – that car 
being the Faure/Guyot Stanguellini with a mere 740cc. Denis Jenkinson 
wrote in his August 1959 Motor Sport race report, “Following what 
seems to be a tradition at Le Mans, there was now a fire as Russell in the 
Cooper-Monaco rammed a Stanguellini at Whitehouse, both cars being 
burnt out but the drivers escaping comparatively lightly considering the 
wreckage.” What ‘Jenks’ didn’t mention was that the Whitehead/Naylor 
Aston Martin was also mixed into that mêlée and it was somewhat 
understated about Jim’s injuries, as he was out of racing for several 
months because of the burns. In fact the 3 separate incidents are 
recorded in the 1959-1960 Automobile Year annual report as having 
taken place on lap 52 for the Aston, lap 58 Stanguellini (both out after 4 
hours racing) & lap 79 and 6 hours racing for Cooper effort. As it always 
did in those days, racing continued – there was no safety car!

More about Bruce next month, although if the opportunity arises, 
do yourself a favour and see ‘McLaren’– the film recently released 
at a cinema or perhaps on DVD. Trailer here https://youtu.be/
NkcqA7AoqZo 

Stephen Dalton
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SILVERSTONE MINI CHALLENGE 3rd- 4th June & 10th - 11th June
David Young

Cooper Pro/Am 

Qualifying:      Weather: Bright/Dry      Duration: 15 minutes

The Silverstone National Circuit, the one the BTCC use, suits the MINIs 
well. Three blasts with a technical bit around Brooklands and Luffield. With 
15 minutes, 19 cars and a potential 12 laps, it was all go! The early pace-
setter was Matt Hammond, very closely followed by Jessica Hawkins, both 
in ExcelR8 run cars. They took it in turns to give each other a ‘tow’ in each 
other’s slipstream. Jessica managed 13 laps and it was on her last lap that 
she grabbed pole with a lap time of 1:11.843. Matt was next with 1:12.024 
followed by Sam Weller a time of 1:12.244. These three were to be the 
ones to watch over the weekend. Quickest in the Am Class was Daniel 
Bishop on 1:13.691, also in an ExcelR8 run car, Stuart Mclaren was P2 in 
1:14.495 in P3 was Chris Middleton 1:14.958.

Round 2      Race 2      Laps: 13      Weather: Bright/Dry

Jessica got a great start from pole closely followed by Sam Weller, Matt 
slotted in behind and decided to play a waiting came as his tyres were 
new and needed to heat up. The 3rd lap saw Sam take the lead, Jessica 
stayed in touch followed by Martin Poole who seemed to come alight. 
On lap 5 Jessica took the lead back and there she stayed increasing 
her lead each lap. Martin stayed in P2 until the 8th lap when Matt 
took P2 and he spent the rest of the race trying to catch Jessica. Matt 
made a slip in lap 11 and fell to P4 briefly with Martin Poole in P5, 
Sam Weller seized the moment to slot in behind Matt and ending up 
at the chequered flag in P3. Unfortunately, he  was docked 5 seconds 
for exceeding track limits, along with Simon Walton, giving P3 back to 
Martin Poole and promoting Simon Walton to P4 and Richard Newman 
to P5. The grid for the first race on Sunday had Jessica on pole with 
Matt Hammond on P2 and Martin Poole on P3 beside Simon Walton.

In the Am class, Daniel Bishop showed the whole field the way home, 
leading from start to finish in the Class. Daniel was followed by Chris 
Middleton and Andy Godfrey. Stuart Mclaren had a throttle problem and 
pitted. With the problem solved he rejoined a lap down. Back of the grid 
for the next race but a finish none the less to score points. Whereas, 
Stuart Mclaren had an issue with his car and finished 2 laps down.

Round 2      Race 9      Laps: 13      Weather: Bright/Wet

Clear blue skies on Sunday morning before the ‘Church Bells’ and 
pickup trucks! 

Jessica did it again, lights to flag. The race was effectively hers from 
the start, Whereas, Martin Poole, Sam Weller, Simon Walton and Matt 
Hammond, had their own battle while Jessica stretched her lead. 
Richard Newman visited the pits twice with throttle issues. Martin 
Poole and Simon Walton were both given a 5-second penalty for 
exceeding track limits. Martin Poole stayed in P2 until the 9th lap when 
Matt Hammond overtook him. Jessica was in P1 again followed by Matt 
Hammond in P2, Sam Weller was promoted to P3 after Martin Poole’s 
penalty was applied. 

In the Am class, Daniel Bishop and Chris Middleton both had a good 
start, but it was Daniel who was first into  Copse Corner. Chris 
gave  Daniel a good run for the place and scored the fastest lap. 
Stuart Mclaren came through from the back of the grid to score P3 
in the class. 

Reverse grid for the next race and this gave Pole for Martin Poole in Pro 
class and Pole for Dale Jameson in the Am class.  So, the big question is 
can Jessica and Daniel fight their way through from P5?

Matt Hammond and Jessica Hawkins 
playing tag in qualifying

The field of Coopers off on the start

Jessica Hawkins leading the top 4
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Round 2      Race 17      Laps: 8      Weather: Cloudy /Dry

This race, the last race of the weekend for the Cooper class cars, 
is always a lottery with the reverse grid. It works in the BTCC and 
it certainly works in the MINI CHALLENGE. You can never predict 
who will be the winners in each class. We all have our favourites, but 
this gives the other drivers a real chance of getting on the podium.

A super start by Sam Weller from the 2nd row saw him get into Copse 
before Martin Poole and Matt Hammond, Jessica made up a place from 
P5 to P4. Jessica waited until the 5th lap and she out braked Martin 
Poole for 3rd place, with Matt Hammond taking the other side of 
Martin to slot into P2. The top 5 were looking good when an incident 
occurred at Brooklands that had the yellows flag come out.  The Safety 
Car was deployed but unfortunately, the cars involved could not be 
cleared to a place of safety in time to allow the race to continue and so 
the red flag was waived. All of the drivers involved walked away safely. 

The Am class saw Stuart Mclaren stay in front of Daniel Bishop as 
Owen Walton slid down the field. Stuart managed to fend off Daniel 
until the Red flag called the race to an end.

Not the best way to end the Cooper racing for the weekend but cars 
can be fixed.

The Silverstone Open

Qualifying:      Weather: Bright/Dry      Duration: 15 minutes

There were ten R53 and R56 cars in all for the race around the National 
Circuit. A few cars were missing due to driver’s taking exams and/ other 
commitments.  A great shame as this is a very competitive class. Andrew 
Tsang was clearly very quick in qualifying with a 1:07.771 lap time on his 
3rd lap.  His tyres were not even hot!  Rob Austin was the closest with 
1:08.186, closely followed by Ben Dimmack with a time of 1:08.385. Stu 
Lane has returned to the grid, this time with an R56 instead of an R53. 
Aaron Reeve’s car was eating supercharger belts again, clearly, still not 
having solved the problem from Snetterton. The rest of the field were all 
in close contention. A good race promised for later in the afternoon.

The Silverstone Open

Round 2      Race 5:      Weather: Bright/dry      Duration: 15 
minutes      14 Laps

Andrew Tsang got a good start and pulled away from the rest of the grid in a 
light to flag victory. Rob Austin in his R56 had a great battle with Stu Lane and 
Ben Dimmack. Aaron Reeve’s car went through yet another supercharger 
belt and retired on the 4th Lap. Tim Bell’s car was running a little hot, his car 
was smoking rather badly on lap 12, also going well sideways around Copse. 
It turned out a hose had gone. This caused the engine to overheat and 
deposit water around Copse. It was later discovered that not only had the 
head gasket blown, but one of the pistons had also gone. So, the end of the 
race weekend for Tim. After the race, all the cars were given close attention 
by the scrutineers. Andrew Tsang’s winning place was excluded due to 
technical infringements. This gave the victory to Stuart Lane. With only 6 cars 
finishing, the rest of the afternoon and evening was spent trying to get 3 cars 
back into the race trim ready for 2 races on Sunday.

Round 2      Race 12      Weather: Cloudy/dry      Duration: 15 
minutes      11 Laps

Nine cars made it to the grid with Aaron Reeve having fitted a new 
alternator and Supercharger to get all the pulleys in alignment, which 
seemed to work wonders.

Stu Lane got off to a great start with Rob Austin tucked in behind 
him into the Copse. On lap 2 Rob showed his superior race craft 
and took the lead from Stu which he was never to lose. Ben 
Dimmack put in a great turn of speed and maintained position 
behind the 2 leaders. He was the fastest on the track with a 
1:08.329 lap. Aaron Reeve was yet again not very happy as his 
new alternator had failed and he was given a 5-second penalty for 
exceeding track limits. Andrew Tsang was happy to accept the 4th 
place with his car fully complying with the technical regulations. 

Round 2      Race19      Weather: Cloudy/dry      Duration: 15 
minutes      13 Laps

Last race and reverse grid time. Andrew Tsang was on pole alongside Ben 
Dimmack, whilst on P3 and P4 were Stu Lane and Rob Austin and Aaron 
Reeve was P5. Andrew Tsang, from pole, had a good start and was first 
into Copse with Ben Dimmack very close behind. After the first lap, Ben 

Daniel Bishop and Chris Middleton at Luffield

Andrew Tsang very quick in Qualifying!

Rob Austin a win in the 2nd Race

Jessica Hawkins celebrating with Sam Weller
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took the lead and showed the rest of the field how well his car was set 
up, coming home 2.5 seconds clear of Andrew Tsang. The cars to watch 
were Rob Austin who had a great race with Andrew for 2nd place initially. 
Aaron Reeve, with his car, at last, running well, had a great battle with 
Rob Austin in the next few laps. Having past Rob on the 4th lap, he then 
went on to challenge for 2nd place. In the end, Rob decided to bring his 
car back in one piece and settled for 3rdplace. Rob Austin and Stu Lane 
were content to be 4th and 5th respectively. The reverse grid showing 
that it always throws a joker into the field, you never can predict the 
outcome! Kevin Owen and Andy Montgomery both pulled out after the 
first lap, thus leaving only 7 cars taking the chequered flag.

The Silverstone 500   10th -11th June

JCWs

Now that the JCWs are running with the British GT series, they no longer 
run with the R50 and R56 class cars, apart from MINI Festivals. Two trips 
to most circuits certainly clocks up the mileage. The meeting do tend to 
be more relaxed with 2 and 3-hour races for the GTs each meeting.

Qualifying

Brett Smith was on form and set the quickest lap of 2:22.205, with Rob 
Smith on 2:22.235, Max Bladon on 2:22.446 and with Charlie Butler-
Henderson on 2:22.539.  A close run session. These three kept the track to 
themselves while the other cars were all bunched up. It was as if they were 
all having a race.  No clean air and lots of lunging. Still no rules against that. 
And that was it for Saturday, let's go and watch the Big Boys cars!
 

Race 1

Brett Smith was still on form and gave a lights to flag victory. Amazing 
performance, his dad was airlifted to Hospital following the BTCC 
accidents at Croft.  Brett’s only challenge came from Rob Smith; he 
continually closed the gap but could not get past Brett. Rob’s favourite is 
Silverstone and he knows it like the back of his hand, having done a 24hour 
endurance race in the JCWE a few weeks ago.

Meanwhile, Mark Wakefield and James Turkington were having their 
own race within a race. Max Bladon had 3rd for a while but suffered 
contact and dropped back. Charlie Butler-Henderson suffered a 
throttle problem and pulled into the pits. He rejoined later and did the 
remaining laps at the back of the rest of the field of 29 cars.  

Colin Turkington managed to get passed Mark Wakefield briefly but 
the places were swapped again just before the chequered flag, leaving 
Brett Smith with P1, Rob Smith P2 and Mark Wakefield P3.

Race 2

Last race of the meeting meant a long wait whilst the GTs had their 
3-hour race.

A reversed grid had Henry Neal in pole position next to Max Bladon. James 
Turkington had P3 alongside Mark Wakefield in P4.  Lights go out and they 
all storm into Copse side by side. Henry Neal had a bit of contact with Max 
Bladon that had Henry’s car at Becketts spinning off the track. This left Max 
to pull out a margin when the safety car came out due to J M Littmans’s 
car going off the track and was not in a place of safety. 10 minutes later the 
safety car came in and Max again pulled away from the rest of the field, 
apart from Rob Smith who stayed with him. Rob was just getting ready to 
reel him in when the race was red flagged, due to Ryan Dignan spinning on 
the track, stalling and the car refusing to start. With so little time before the 
curfew, the race was stopped. With places being put back a lap, it gave P1 
to Max Bladon, P2 to Rob Smith, P3 to Mark Wakefield and P4 Brett Smith. 
A bit of a disappointment for all; a 9 lap race shortened to 4 laps with two 
of those behind the safety car. That’s racing!

David Young

Aaron Reeve, his R53 working well at last!

Mark Wakefield leading Charlie Butler-Henderson 
and James Turkington

Rob Smith on his way to the 2nd 2nd place of the weekend

L-R  Andrew Tsang, Ben Dimmack & Aaron Reeve

Brett Smith leading Reece Barr in Qualifying
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Tulpen Rallye 7th/13th May 2017
By Nigel Chetwynd

It was summer 2016 when Simon Wheatcroft and I decided to enter 
the 2017 Tulip Rally and Simon was keen to take his Ex-Works car 

URX 560G, which doesn’t break cover very often.

We fitted a freshly built engine and gearbox and worked through a 
list of other preparation items right up to the night before we left 
for Europe on the 5th May. On the drive to Germany it became 
clear that the clutch had a problem and we bled it at our first 
overnight halt in France making it better, but later on the 2nd day 
I was back to pumping the pedal. This daily bleeding helped, but at 
best the clutch was poor, though we reached the rally start venue 
at Tegernsee on Sunday 7th May, passing through scrutineering 
without problems.

Early Monday morning we drove to the start and despite having bled 
the clutch again, it hadn’t made much difference, so it was going to 
be a tricky day. As we stopped at the pre-start control to collect our 
roadbook, I pulled on the handbrake and bang! The top snapped off the 
bracket so we now had no handbrake. 

Leg 1, Tegernsee Germany - Feldkirch Austria - 420km including 
2 regularity sections.

We set off with Simon navigating from the supplied roadbook which 
contained sections using Tulip diagrams and others using map extracts 
with points to visit ‘using shortest route’. These were the only maps/
navigation allowed. 

We felt things were going OK on the first day, but when following 
other competitors they’d veer off into lay-bys or adjacent tracks 
and when we followed, we were sometimes rewarded with a letter 
board. There was clearly something we didn’t know. We ended the 
day concerned that we’d missed something in the Final Instructions 
and with 724 penalty points, worse than we expected. The class 
leading crew at this point, car 82 Joris Buijs/Jaap Sterk in a Mercedes 
had 334 points. 

With no service crews allowed, the organizers had arranged 
backup to help competitors in the event of breakdowns. We 
made use of one of the service vans in Feldkirch to reattach the 
handbrake lever and replace the clutch slave cylinder with a 
new one we’d brought in our spares box, which fixed our clutch 
problem at last. 

Leg 2, Feldkirch Austria - Horbourg-Wihr France - 421 km 
including 2 regularities and 1 test.

In the afternoon there was a short test at a race circuit, where we 
had to set a lap time and then do 3 more laps matching the time. 
This didn’t go well because I went too fast and caught the previous 
car on the 2nd lap (a large vintage Bentley) which I couldn’t safely 
pass on the narrow twisty circuit. To make matters worse, Simon 
fluffed starting the stopwatch so we didn’t have an accurate time 
to work with and we inevitably acquired penalty points. At the end 
of the day we checked the car over and found that all 4 tyres were 
already half worn and we’d only done 2 of the 6 days. Overall a 
better day for us with only 510 points. However, the best in class, 
car 78 Henno Cysouw/Eric de Ruijsscher, in a Volvo Amazon had 
just 12 penalty points.
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Rally start at Tegernsee in the rain

URX lost in the crowd in Feldkirch Austria
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Leg 3, Horbourg-Wihr France - Strasbourg France - 405km 
including 1 regularity and 2 tests.

Wednesday was our lowest points score of the rally. The navigation was 
making no sense at all, we had the same stop watch problem on the 
day’s race circuit test and I was already driving to save the tyres. Our 
result for the day would be the worst of the week with 2,022 penalty 
points. The best in class, car 125 Onno den Boer/Sophie den Boer, in a 
Jaguar XK150 got 508 points. 

We sat with British crews Peter Pratt/Julie Eaglen and Robert 
Robinson/Bill Granger at dinner that evening with whom we discussed 
the navigation. We were right, there were things we didn’t know, 
there were many quirks of the navigation which would explain our 
frustrations, and it became clear that it wasn’t clear, even to crews 
who’d done the rally several times.

Leg 4, Strasbourg France - Luxembourg Luxemburg – 471km 
including 1 regularity and 1 test.

We went into Leg 4 with a new attitude, to continue to do the best 
we could, but treat it as a tour and a learning exercise. Simon and 
I had our first disagreement about refueling, due to our different 
approaches to such things. I prefer to refuel when the gauge is 
close to ¼ of a tank. Simon’s approach is not to worry about it as 
we’re bound to be passing a garage soon, in rural France, when we 
haven’t passed a fuel station for 2 hours, and anyway, there’s 4 litres 
in a can in the boot. There was a hint of tension in the car until; 
with the needle sat neatly on empty, we finally found a fuel station. 
Annoyingly, Simon is usually this lucky!

A poor result again with 1,422 penalty points. The best in class was 
Car 67, Jetze Visser/Niels Gerrits in an Austin Healey 3,000 with 
214 points.

Leg 5, Luxembourg Luxemburg - Vaals Netherlands – 387km 
including 2 regularities and a test on the handling circuit at 
the Nurburgring.

We intended to change both front tyres that morning, but on 
removing the spares from the boot we discovered that the 
balance weights from one wheel had fallen off. In the end we only 
changed the n/s front which was finished, whilst the o/s might last 
till the end. 

We enjoyed the bulk of this day with the navigation seeming a bit less 
tricky. We had an improvement in our score with 714 penalty points. 
The best in our class was again Car 125 with 104 points. 

Leg 6, Vaals Netherlands - Noordwijk Netherlands – 307km 
including 1 regularity on a banked circuit, regularities on the 
roads of an army base and 3 tests.

This was a mixed day. There were a couple of fun tests and the 
navigation was similar to the previous day, but a bit less tricky. 
The regularities however were a disaster. A regularity on a banked 
circuit had 2 speed changes and whilst concentrating on trying to 
get that right, we completely failed to notice that we had to do 
2 laps of the infield section and so got a maximum. We’d been 
warned by the other British crews that the regularities at an army 
base were a bit of a minefield, if you forgive the pun. This proved 

Time card from day 2 Cleaning the screen whilst waiting to book into a control

On the move on one of the smoothest unpaved tracks.

The stickers on the rear window suggest this Car/Crew 
has a lot of Tulip Rally history, every year since 1994
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Looking Back at the 2017 Tulpen Rallye.

This was a very well organized rally. I can’t imagine 
the logistics and red tape involved in organizing a 6 
day rally with 200 competing cars passing through 
6 Countries. The organizers fed us twice a day 
for the duration of the event and provided one of 
the highlights of our week, the mobile coffee bars, 
expertly manned by the guys from Kaldi Mobiel, 
brewing the nicest coffee I’ve ever tasted. The Tulip 
is good value on a pound per kilometer, or pound 
per day basis, even when you add in hotel costs. 
The rather individual style of navigation is probably 
why the vast majority of entrants are Dutch. Only 
5 British/Irish crews this year and 7 in 2016 is 
probably a sign of how different this event is from 
other European Historic Rallies. However, in 2010 
British crew Paul Wignall and Mark Appleton were 
overall winners in a Porsche 911. 

As far as the car is concerned, URX was great on 
the rally once we’d fixed the clutch. It never missed 
a beat in 4 days of rain, the carbon metallic brakes 
were fade free and the S recliners are still the most 
comfortable seats you can put in a Mini. It could 
have done with a full sump guard rather than the 
short one fitted and a rethink of tyre strategy. 

If you’re thinking of doing this rally for the first 
time, I’d recommend you get hold of some 
roadbooks from previous events and study the 
navigation in advance as it will give you a useful 
head start.

Nigel Chetwynd
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to be the case as for much of the time we had no idea where we were or what we 
were supposed to be doing. The last test was a simple straight line sprint and stop 
astride on the sea front at Noordwijk, after which it was just a few hundred metres 
to the finish at the Grand Hotel ‘Huis ter Duin’. There was a warm welcome and the 
car was adorned with Tulips before a trip over the finish ramp.

The days result was 1,020 penalty points, many gained in an army camp we’d rather 
forget. The best crew in our class was again car 67 with 138 points.  Our overall result 
was 56th out of 79 in the Sporting Class with a total of 6,412 points and about half way 
up the overall results. The class winners were car 125, Onno and Sophie den Boer in the 
lovely Jaguar XK150 with 1,686 points and overall winners (the winner can only come 
from the Expert Class) Car 19 Albert Boekel and Remco Luksemburg in an Alfa Romeo 
Giulia 1600 S with a fantastic winning score of 1,052 points.

Mk2 Cooper of Ernst Frei and Albert Lehmann, looking very low at the rear

A happy finish after some frustrating times. The green TR2 of Peter Pratt and Julie 
Eaglen who describe their car as pretty agricultural on the inside. They probably 
won’t be offended if I describe it as agricultural from all angles, but they beat us!
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Thousands of parts for YOUR car
FUEL + CARBS

Part Description  Price 

AUF214Z S&M FUEL PUMP 63-74  £51.30 

AZX1818 MINI FUEL PUMP 69-91  £35.82 

XNB10007 MINI DUEL SENDER 58-96 CARB MODEL  £15.60 

XNB100380 MINI INJ FUEL SENDER 96>  £27.30 

AAU8340 MINI FUEL SENDER TANK MINI VAN/ESTATE/PICKUP  £24.30 

14A7057 MINI FUEL NECK GROMMET 58-97  £3.90 

GGT101 2-1/2INCH HUEL HOSE  £1.92 

PANELS

ALA5660 MINI A POST 69> GENUINE  £21.60 

BMP454 MINI RH FRONT WING  £99.00 

ABD36004 MINI RH FRONT FLITCH INN 76-89  £199.80 

CZH455 MINI MKII BONNET 70-96  £174.00 

BMD36001 MINI BOOT LID 90>  £198.00 

BMP343 MINI MKIV COMPLETE BODYSHELL 76-89 (TO ORDER ONLY)  £6,858.00 

HMP441016 MINI BOOT FLOOR & BATTERY BOX 59> ALL MODELS  £225.60 

BRAKES

13H5541 MINI HANDBRAKE GRIP  £1.74 

1G5999 RETURN SPRING PEDAL  £2.34 

FAM8356 HANDBRAKE LEVER GRIP LATE MINI  £5.10 

GDB105 BRAKE DRUM MINI 850-1000  £14.10 

GDB106 BRAKE DRUM MINI COOPER MK1/2 COOPER S  £14.70 

GBS733 MINIFRONT BRAKE SHOES  £12.30 

GBH170 MINI FRONT BRAKE HOSE MINI 67-84 DRUM(  £5.10 

GPR104A MINI PEDAL PAD (RUBBER) >76(2REQ)MINI 76>  £1.17 

GPR107A MINI PEDAL PAD (RUBBER) MINI 76-90  £1.02 

SZU10001 MINI PEDAL PAD (RUBBER) 90>  £2.34 

CLUTCH

13H2934 MINI FLYWHEEL OIL SEAL  £2.34 

GMC1008 MINI MASTER CYLINDER CLUTCH 59-89  £47.10 

1G5999 RETURN SPRING PEDAL 53-58/MOGGI/MINI  £2.34 

GSY118 MINI CLUTCH SLAVE CYLINDER 83.94  £39.30 

GSY118Z MINI CLUTCH SLAVE CYLINDER REPRO  £24.00 

GSY110 CLUTCH SLAVE CYLINDER S&M 58-66/MINI 59-83/A11/1300  £28.20 

88G508 MINI FLYWHEEL LOCKING KEY 64-85 (DIAPHRAGM)  £9.04 

COOLING

GWP132 WATER PUMP S&M 58-67/MINI SMALL IMPELLOR  £15.90 

GTS104 THERMOSTAT DEG C MGB 62-80/S&M 58-79/TR6/TR8  £4.86 

GRC110 15PSI RADIATOR CAP BV8 73-76/MID 74-79/TR7/MINI  £3.90 

12G2129 THICK FAN BLADE  £11.70 

CHS2515 THERMO STUD COVER MGA/B 55>/S&M 63-72/MINI  £1.44 

53K402 HEATER STUD TAP S&M 64-74/MOGGI 61-71/MINI  £0.72 

14A9988 MINI CABLE HEATER MINI MK1/2  £16.50 

CABLES

Part Description  Price 

14A6740 MINI BOOTLID CABLE  £2.80 

21A1202 MINI SINGLE CARB CHOKE CABLE  £16.50 

21A2329 MINI CHOKE CABLE 68-87  £8.70 

24A2738 MINI HEATER CABLE 58-89  £8.70 

NAM7914 MINI CABLE THROTTLE 65  £5.10 

21A1204 MINI CABLE CHOKE TWIN CARB - COOPER/S MK1/2  £16.50 

SBF10027 MINI CABLE CHOKE 27 - MINI 87  £10.10 

ENGINE & MOUNTS

MRC1275 ROCKER VALVE COVER S&M 58-74/MINI 58>  £22.62 

12A1175 TAPPET GASKET COVER (RUBBER) MGA/B 55-80/S&M 58-74/MINI 66> MGC  £0.97 

GLP138 OIL PUMP SLOT TYPE MINI A+1300  £18.36 

12G2134 Y PIECE CONNECTION MINI 74-91/MGB 70-80/S&M 68-74  £2.70 

12G1053 ALTERNATOR BRACKET USED TO CONVERT DYNAMO/ALT FIX  £6.90 

ARA221 OIL COOLER MGB 62-75  £40.50 

22A1018 MINI ENGINE MOUNT LH (AUTOMATIC ONLY)  £10.98 

SWITCHES

21A2658 MINI RH INDICATOR SWITCH 76-84  £35.94 

13H337 SWITCH-IGNITION MINI MKII  £9.96 

13H7778 INDICATOR SWITCH AUS 11/1300 67-71/MINI MK2  £42.90 

24G1345 BARREL & KEY SWITCH  £8.10 

BAU5345 SWITCH-INDICATOR MINI  £35.40 

YUF101010 SWITCH-BRAKE CHECK MINI  £23.46 

13H6343 WIPER SWITCH MKII MINI 74-76 1SPEED  £10.02 

YUF101000 HAZARD SWITCH  76>  £12.00 

2A9129 WIPER SWITCH 57SA MINI MKI/II/MOGGI  £10.14 

YUF101030 LIGHT SWITCH MINI 76-91  £12.00 

BADGES

DAH100950MMM MINI COOPER BOOTLID BADGE MINI 2000>  £14.10 

DAH100920MMM MINI COOPER SPORT BADGE  £12.30 

24A23 BADGE -MINI COOPER MKI AUSTIN  £7.56 

14A6802 BADGE-AUSTIN MINI MKI  £7.92 

CZH2717 BADGE - LEYLAND HOUSE S&M 70-74/MGB/MINI A PANEL  £6.24 

DAB101130 BADGE-ITALIAN JOB-BONNET MINI  £28.50 

CZH1305 BADGE-FRONT MINI MK3 MINI/COOPER S  £18.90 

MANIFOLD + EXHAUSTS

GEX7046 MANIFOLD CLAMP S&M>64/MINI 63-85/MOGGI  £2.24 

GEX7081 MINI CENTRE EXHAUST MOUNT 58-96  £1.80 

GEX7661 MINI EXHAUST MOUNT MINI 5/92>/METRO MG TURBO  £3.78 

GEX7761 MINI CATALYST GASKET  £2.10 

L61 MANIFLOW LCB Y PIECE  £34.80 

LST001A MANIFLOW 1 3/4" TWIN BOX SIDE EXIT SYSTEM  £107.40 

LST001B MANIFLOW 1 3/4" TWIN BOX CENTRE EXIT SYSTEM  £107.94 



Tales from the Midsummer Prescott Hill Climb meeting
By Cliff Porter

COMPETITION

is always good to see a variety of different 
vehicles of all ages taking part.

All did not go well for Steve Holder on his first 
run when the engine ran out of power on the 
approach to Ettores.  David West, who used 
to run the MCR Midland Speed Championship, 
had left his Mini at home and was sharing 
his Peugeot with his son Nick. Sadly, the 
clutch cable broke and David was not able to 
compete on the day. A replacement clutch 
cable was sourced and the boys were able to 
compete on Sunday.

On Sunday it was good to see Derek 
Kessell in his Maguire space frame Mini and 
Julian Harber out again.  Julian was on top 
form on his first run, but on the second 
run as he went through Pardon his KAD 
steering rack failed causing the wheels to 
point in different directions but, luckily, 
he avoided any hard parts of the course.  
Special praise goes to the orange army and 
the driver of the Land Rover and trailer, 
who managed to drive onto the grassy 
slope and back on to the track in order 
to load Julian’s car onto the trailer with 
the help of a trolley jack carried on the 
emergency support vehicle.  It was not all 
bad news for Julian as his first timed run 
was not beaten and he took the class.
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The Midsummer weekend meeting in June was 2 days of good competition with Mini 
adventures for a couple of competitors.

On Saturday, regular competitors in the handicap class Andy and Matt Clarke were joined 
by a Steve Holder in a lovely light blue & white Mini.  Also in the paddock were Mike 
Gallery and Julian Harber with Florence. Saturday’s competitive action included a variety of 
motorbikes and sidecar teams from several eras. The atmosphere at Prescott is great and it 

Andy Clarke - Traveller 102

Steve Holder 99
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I have included below, the times of the competitors mentioned as the 
capacity of their engines varied.

Saturday

Class P3 Classic Saloon Cars built up to and including 1977
Record Ian Moss Hillman Imp 1200cc. 49.98 secs. (27 06 10)
99   Steve Holder A Morris Mini 998  53.00h 66.51 
102 Andrew Clarke A Austin Mini 1360  57.51h 58.47 
106 Matt Clarke A Austin Mini 1460  51.47h 51.60

Class U Midland Speed Championship 
158 Nick West M Peugeot 106 GTi 1760   53.34
160 Mike Gallery M Morris Mini Cooper S 1380  50.12
164 Julian Harber M BL Mini Clubman 1340   51.72
958 David West M Peugeot 106 GTi 1760   DNS 

COMPETITION

Mike Gallery - 160

Pardon Hairpin 102 - Andy Clarke 106 - Matt Clarke

Matt Clarke - 106
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COMPETITION

Sunday

Class A1 Road Going Series Production 
Cars up to 2000cc. 
Record Tony Adams Lotus Elise 1800cc. 48.92 
secs. (1 9 13) 
22 Nick West Peugeot 106 Gti 1760 M   
  51.69
722 David West Peugeot 106 Gti 1760 M  
   50.82

Class C1 Modified Series Production Cars 
Record Martin Depper Cooper S 1400cc. 
47.61 secs. (30 6 13) 
59 Simon Cox Austin Mini 1380 M   
   54.20 
62 Julian Harber British Leyland Mini Clubman 
1340 M  51.18

Class F Sports Libre Cars up to 2000c Hill 
Climb Super Sports Cars Record 
Graham Wynn Force LM01 Suzuki 1299tcc. 
39.34 secs. (1 9 13) 
85 Derek Kessell Maguire Mini Cooper S 1360   
  48.05 

Cliff Porter

COMPETITION

164 - Julian Harbour

Julian Harbour - Pardon my broken steering rack!

Andy Clarke - Traveller 102
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Ex-Works and Competition Car Register

Beaulieu was again a great opportunity 
for this register to show off to the 
club, what a fine collection of cars 
that we have at our disposal. We had 
twenty one cars on display, seven of 
which were Ex-Works rally cars – these 
along with numerous historic rallycars, 
Works replicas and a nice crop of 
race cars, made a fine display at our 
customary location along the side of 
the track adjacent to the main arena. 
As usual, the cars received a great 
deal of attention from many and we 
were visited by most of our honorary 
members who came along, many of 
whom have past history with Abingdon.

Ian Legg, the first time with his car at Beaulieu, brought along 
something quite different in the shape of his Cooper Car Company 
replica race car sat on a trailer and towed by a Cooper Car Company 
Mini Van tow vehicle – not something that you could get away with 
today, but back then towing restrictions were negligible!  

Mike Mark brought along his fabulous Cooper Car company racer – 
this car never fails to impress with its superb sound, a fine testament 
to Mark’s engineering prowess. Sandwiching Mike’s car was the very 
attractive Cooper Car Company replica of Mark Feetham. This trio of 
dark green cars made an attractive display.  Also on display in the race 
car selection, was the very pretty Britax replica of Richard Humphrey 
– always a crowd pleaser. 

Pat Walker generously brought along two cars, the first of which 
was his very powerful eight-port headed Cooper Car Company 
replica. The car, as a rally car, came 2nd on the 1987 Manx 
Classic and has a very rare engine built for the European rally 
cross. Pat now uses the car for demonstration runs and it is one 
hell of a beast.  

The seven Ex-Works cars were headed by Pat Walker’s second 
car, the evergreen 977 ARX. This most used of any Ex-Works 
cars, and once owned and used to great effect by Peter Barker. 
It has been well cared for in Pat’s ownership and he too still uses 
the car to great effect. Sitting next to Pat’s car was my BJB 77B, 
dressed in its 1964 Tour de France livery and it was great to 
show it to Paul Easter again, who was the last person to co-drive 
BJB when it was a Works car when he and Timo so nearly won 
their class on the Tour before a road accident spoilt their day.  

Robert Young

REGISTERS
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Ian Legg’s Cooper Car Co rig and race car

John Littman was next up in CRX 90B – another Ex-Works car 
that is also used a good deal. John will be using the car on Minis 
to Ireland in September with Tony Salter in the hot seat – I’ve 
promised Tony an exhilarating drive as John does drive the car 
with a good deal of gusto. 

Peter Moss brought along DJB 92B and this may well be the last 
time we see the car here in Peter’s ownership, as he is now 
looking for a new owner for the car, having bought it at auction in 
2005 from the Arthur Carter collection. Peter feels that although 
he has used this car well over the years, as it has often been 
seen out and about on numerous events and displays, he wants 
someone else to take on the car and continue to use it. Peter 
has recently replaced the co-driver’s seat with a lovely high back 
reclining seat which Kelvin Sparrowhawk helped with and this was 
finished off with the early Mk1 cloth trim, supplied by the 1959 
Mini Register. He still awaits the matching bucket seat but that is 
now nearly ready to be fitted.

Our next car, GRX 5D, is a wonderful car and one that we’ve 
not seen at Beaulieu for a number of years. It was kind of David 
Wenman to loan the car to Don Mitchell to bring along in his 
absence. GRX 5D is in its Shell 4000 and last bodyshell from its 
Abingdon days. The keen observer can see where the external drive 
for the Halda ran along the sill to the rear wheel – a most unusual 
feature. This car, once part of Tom Turkington’s collection, was 
often seen out and about in Tom’s hands in Ireland. 

Richard Humphrey talking to Gordon Spice by his Britax replica

John Littman’s delightful CRX 90B
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John Mackintosh brought along LBL 590E, a lovely car, still in 
an Abingdon shell and one of a couple of dozen Ex-Works Minis 
still to be in their original as built shell or an Abingdon reshell. 
John has continued to improve the car over the years and it now 
represents a superb example of a Works Mini. Finally, the last 
Works car on display was Andrew Bond’s beautiful YMO 886J. 
Restored, many years ago by Dave Gilbert, the car has been 
fettled and upgraded over the years and is always beautifully 
presented.  Andrew manfully drives the eight port head car on 
the road to and from north London, despite it being less than well 
suited to London traffic.

Onto our collection of historic rally cars, we had Barrie Williams 
there with 120 MNP, a car that he brought new in 1963 and 
it soon became his 1964 Welsh Rally winning car and then a 
well used machine contesting a dozen International rallies. It is 
also a car that Barrie still uses and displays at many shows and 
exhibitions. Barrie, known for his witty comments and anecdotes, 
is always a lively addition to our Beaulieu. Barbara Alexandra-
Mark brought along EBP 070C, her ‘Coburn Improvements’ 
historic rally car that has simply done so much hard work over 
the years - some 25,000 miles up and over most of the famous 
Cols in France – with barely a spanner put on it. It has a lovely 
patina of age and the pinnacle of what a true historic rally car 
is – it’s always a pleasure to see it. Barbara does indeed drive the 
car well, as I found out on last year’s Minis to Monte, chasing her 
down one of the Cols – in the end I decided, discretion being the 
better part of valour, to let her go!  

Our last historic rally car was Hugh Wyllie’s GRX 330D. This car, 
always seen on Minis to Ireland, as Hugh heads the field as opening 
course car, is a remarkable car. Built by Chris Gower, it is a 1380 with 
very long legs which never ceases to amaze me with its performance, 
helped in no short order, by Hugh’s skill behind the wheel.

Onto our Works replicas, the first of which, all the way from 
Scotland, was Ben Webb with DKG 2C. This group 6 Works replica 
has recently undergone a superb restoration. Built initially by Garry 
Corpe and then used to good effect by Peter Barker on numerous 
continental events, Ben and Patricia Webb decided, much as they 
liked the patina the car had, that to preserve it and use it, it needed to 
be restored and it’s a credit to Simon Drew who undertook the work 
how well it has turned out. A lovely striking car, that sounds superb.  

Next up we had Paul Eeles in his Works replica GUO 631D. This car 
continues to evolve and improve and Paul gets nearer and nearer 
to making it a perfect replica of LBL 6D. A recent engine build by 
Southams has given the car more useable power and Paul should be 
congratulated on his determination to listen and learn and continue to 
strive to get the car just right. Next we had Paul Clare in LPC 908D 
which is a Works replica of the Morris Cooper S driven by Timo 
Makinen on the 1967 Tulip Rally. Built as a superb group 2 car, Paul 
has over the years crafted and improved the car to now represent 
a superb Works replica. Paul tells me that he intends to use the car 
more now despite his interest of late turning to restoring scooters. 

The pair of FIA cars we had was headed by John Partridge in the Mini 
Magazine livered ex-Plant brothers' car. This is another much campaigned 
car, having competed on three Network Q RAC Rallies and Rally 
Australia no less. John tells me that this was the first Mini he ever sat in as 
a kid and ten years later he tracked it down and bought it! A great story.  

GRX 5D in its Shell 4000 bodyshell The lovely Coburn Improvements historic rally car of Barbara 
Alexander-Mark

Andrew Bond’s immaculate Clubman Cooper S
The newly restored DKG 2C makes a lovely sight as a Group 6 car
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Cooper S Mk 1 Register
 

It is not often that I feature one car 
in a report but this month I thought 
I’d make an exception, as I’ve been in 
regular contact with Andrew Sparrow 
for a while about a sadly neglected 
Mk1 1275S that he has been trying 
to prize from its owner of forty plus 
years. The car in question is a Surf 
blue/OEW example built in March 
1965, but with none of the factory 
options fitted. Interestingly, it wasn’t 
registered until November 1966 and 
the roof has been painted black at 
some point. Anyway, I’ll let Andrew 
tell the story.

“I have been chasing this car since the early 1990s but the owner 
always said that he would restore the car one day. I’ve visited on 
many occasions to buy parts for my other Mini projects and always 
asked if he would sell the S and he always said “No”. However, since 
the barn in which it was in had been gradually collapsing over the last 
few years, to the point where the car was literally holding part of it 
up, he then warmed to the idea.

Simon Wheatcroft

The second FIA car, L117 TKB is a car that is being used on the Mini 
Sport Mini Cup HRCR Old Stager Championship and one that the 
MCR is supporting.  Driven by Louise Thomas, the car was brought 
down to Beaulieu by Dave Thomas, her father, all the way from the 
Isle of Mull for the show. Dave himself is no stranger to this car as he 
used it, amongst other things, as the chase car to Paddy Hopkirk’s 
1994 Monte Carlo rally attempt. The car is a fully sorted 1380cc and 
represents where current historic rallying is today. 

Our final car, owned by Everett Jones is a Special Tuning modified 
car. The car, registered MOX 331F, is a typical historic rally car of the 
period with one distinct difference, in that it has an exceedingly rare 
long range 20 gallon fuel tank fitted in the boot. This type of tank did 

The Mini Magazine ex-Plant brothers' car of John partridge

That rare long range fuel tank in Everett Jones’s ST car

All the way from the Isle of Mull, Louise Thomas’ current historic 
rally car

appear in similar guises on a few Works cars but this one, Everett tells 
me, is particularly rare, only having seen two others like it. 

I think our display this year was up to our usual high standard and one 
that many come to Beaulieu especially to see. Thanks to those who 
did display, I hope that you all found the day enjoyable.

Robert Young

There really is a Mk1 S lurking under there
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Following the recent sale of a part restored 1071 S at an Anglia Car 
Auctions event at Kings Lynn, he said he would sell but probably take 
the car to auction. At this point I decided I had to offer a suitable 
figure to secure the car which I did and he accepted my offer. 
Following this, I acted as fast as possible to get the car ready to move 
for the first time in possibly forty four years.

Moving the car was not going to be easy as much of the rear 
subframe had entirely rotted away and with this being a hydrolastic 
model this resulted in no clearance between the wheels and the 
arches. It was a bit of a nightmare but I wasn’t going to let it win and I 
finally managed to get it on to a trailer and home to my garage.

It would seem that the car was last used in 1973 as the previous 
owner said he bought it with road tax but never taxed it again. I 
guess the 71321 recorded mileage could be correct if it was only on 

The shed was literally collapsing around the car

Emerging into the daylight for the first time – bootboard on the roof

the road for seven years as there are very few signs of 1970s MOT 
bodgery. The flip front could be a result of accident damage although 
there is the remains of a rear anti-roll bar and probable evidence of 
a Weber carburettor having being fitted so it may have seen some 
competition action. The seats and other interior trim are in very 
good condition and therefore re-useable. Most of the electrical 
components tie in with its build date of 1965. I’m not sure if the 

Evidence of competition history? Looks like a Weber has been 
fitted at some point and there is still a catch tank on the inner wing

The remains of a rear anti roll bar and hydrolastic strut can be seen 
– not much rear subframe though!

The Motolux dashboard may be retained
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Motolux Competition Dashboard will be refitted, I’m tempted to 
keep it if it can be made to look good.”

Andrew has recently finished a five year restoration of a Mini Pick-up 
which was in a very similar ‘basket case’ condition to this S when he 
started it so he does know what he is taking on.

I’ve been asked for an update on the 970 S Register so here we go. 
I’ve got some detail of around 265 cars which, when considering that 
only 965 were built, is a surprisingly high percentage. Of those 119 
are Austin’s and 146 are Morris’s.

The first cars were built on the 1st June 1964 and the last of the series 
production on 8th April 1965, with production being officially cancelled 
on the 21st May 1965 however, that is not quite the end of the story. 
Two further cars were built with 970cc engines in October 1966, both 
of which went to the USA. Whether these were a special order or a 
mistake is not known. The earliest registered car was on 14th August 
1964 and the latest 8th November 1966. Obviously, other cars have 
subsequently been registered or had number plate changes.

That’s all this month..
 
Simon Wheatcroft

Was this the last time HOY was on the road? 1973 tax disc was 
found in one of the doors

Barbara Alexander

Cooper Mk 1 Register

Welcome to this months’ report, our 
national show held at Beaulieu was a 
great success once again together with 
some fantastic weather thrown in as 
well. Attendance for Mk1 Cooper and S 
seemed fewer in the dedicated parking 
area however, there seemed to be a 
significant increase in those displayed in 
the various club stands that enveloped 
the show. The trend this year seemed 
to reflect the last few years with the 
majority having period tuning and 
accessory items fitted to them. If you 
were looking for some ideas for your 
own project car then there was a 
wealth of opportunity to explore.

Concours entries looked healthy too; the idea of allowing entries 
on the day seemed very popular, and registration in the information 
caravan was very busy up to the cut off time at 10:00hrs. One of the 
entries on the day came from Mark Whitchurch and his Mk1 Cooper 
registered VJT 309, who walked away with two prizes. Well done 
Mark, your photo should be in the main show write up along with all 
the other prize winners.

Register displays were well supported and the revised layout 
of two cars per register worked well, many thanks for the two 
owners who displayed on behalf of the MK1 register firstly, Brian 
Davage with his 1963 Austin 997 with much competition history 
and not too long ago had been freshly restored. Brian told me 
on the day that he had eventually tracked down the first owner 
of his car; sometimes this can be very tricky as often DVLA do 
not hold such details. I know that this had been a bit of a task set 
by Brian as he has owned the car for some time and VTK 132 
had been in or around the same area most of its life. Next car 
belongs to Martin McCloskey, this Morris 998 was built much 
later in 1966 and still retains many original features including 
the ’wet’ hydrolastic suspension. Parts for this set up are now 
extremely hard to source. Martin has now owned LWY 158D 
for 3 years and has had much work completed on it. The first 
owner had the car for 47 years; Martin acquired the car from 
our ‘favourite’ auction website whilst dining out in an Italian 
restaurant at the same time. Both cars attracted a lot of interest 
during the day, especially as people spent the time to read the 
information sheets on the windscreens.

Many thanks to those who came and had a chat about their cars, 
and it seems that a few are now nearing completion at long last. So, 
maybe next year a couple of cars that haven’t been seen for some 
time might be gracing the Mk1 display!

That is all for this month, general register catch up next month.

Barbara Alexander
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Cooper S Mk 2 Register

They say that teamwork is the best 
way to achieve something and the 
Mk11 50th anniversary display was a 
great example of this.

You will remember that the aim of the 
display was to get 25 Mk11 Cooper 
and Cooper S examples together for 
a major celebration of 50 years since 
the introduction of the Mk11 Mini. Did 
we achieve it? Well no, we didn’t get 
25 cars, we in fact achieved 27! In the 
end there were 15 Cooper Ss and 12 
Coopers on display.

Thanks go out to everyone who took 
the time, trouble and expense to bring their car along and also to 
those who tried their best to be there but were thwarted. For the S 
types, the display cars and their owners in no particular order were:

 Nidge Ratcliffe - WMU 211G
 Don and Julie Farr - APC 95H
 Peter Laidler - SKD 220G
 Ray and Liz Walker - CFH 629G
 Justin and Annmarie Ridyard - FMA 491F
 Tim Ellison - SOH 817H
 David Stoyles - VHT 486H 
 David Ross - YGY 356G
 Steve and Beverley Williams - WAB 590G
 Neil Anderson - EVW 220G
 Neilson Miller - VPH 288G
 Peter and Ann Hicks - VAY 500H
 Peter Barrett - NOB 453F

Mike Cooper, as promised, brought along his own well known 
Tartan red and black S and spent time looking at the cars and 
chatting to the owners with his wife Linda. Mike was asked to pick 
his favourite car from the display, a tricky task given the array of 
cars on display. In the end this went to Steve and Beverley Williams 
for their lovely Sandy beige S which Steve has owned for 30 years 
and restored himself. Mike admitted he does have a soft spot for 
Sandy beige cars, having had one himself as a teenager. During the 

Nick Hunter

Early morning and the display starts to take shape

Mk11s as far as the eye can see

The sun always shines at Beaulieu

Great front end shot

Peter Parr's Concours winning car, DLG 830F

Steve and Beverley William’s Sandy beige car, Mike Cooper's favourite
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Cooper Mk 2 Register

If you went to Beaulieu I’m sure you could not have been anything 
but impressed by the number of Mk11 Coopers and Ss on display 
to commemorate the 50th anniversary of the Mk11 Cooper. Right 
at the centre of the show were 25 examples of our favourite car. 
11 of which were Coopers and I am very grateful to Clive Brooks, 
Peter Britton, Kevin and Samantha Robinson, Colin Woodage, Dave 
Gillett, Simon Gentle, Peter Farrell, John Edmunds, Andrew Holley, 
Ian MacPherson and Kingsley Rimell for bringing their cars along for 
the display. It was certainly the largest gathering of Mk11 Coopers 
in many a year. 

I am very grateful to Nick Hunter (our Mk11 S Registrar) for 
coordinating the display and setting it out on the day.   Nick had 
arrived early and by the time I arrived nearly everyone had arrived 
but he was a few Coopers short.  Luckily, he went to the one make 
car parking and tempted early arrival Kingsley Rimell to exchange 
his current spot and join the display. You may remember Kingsley 
represented the Mk11 Register at last year’s show. Needless to say, 
as soon as he had taken his place two more Coopers arrived, those 
of Simon Gentle and Melony Brooks. Only one car absent from the 
expected list and that was Simon Bishop in XLY 869G. If you know 
this car it is one of the most original Mk11s around. But more on 
this car later.

Graham Robinson

prize giving at the end of the day, Mike presented Steve with an 
impressive Cooper Car Company polishing set and an original1970s 
Cooper Garages rear screen sticker, a great memento. A big thank 
you to Mike and Linda for supporting the display.

Continuing the Mk11 and Sandy beige theme, it seemed only fitting 
that the Beaulieu Cup'for best car in the Concours went to Peter 
Parr with his superb Sandy beige S registered, DLG 830F.  I'd not seen 
this car for nearly 20 years since my good mate, Barry Long, sold the 
car to Peter. Barry restored the car way back when and Peter has 
recently just repainted it. What a stunning car and truly worthy of the 
award. Suffice to say, Peter was over the moon, well done. 

As you can imagine I didn't get much time to get around the rest of 
the show, but from what I did see the standard of cars was superb. A 
quick look around the trunk traders and traders also revealed lots of 
rare parts and 'NOS' items on offer. Perhaps the most impressive thing 
though, is the sheer number of Minis that attend - an excellent turnout.

I hope you enjoy the selection of photos, thanks to both Stuart 
'Snapper' Watson and Nidge Ratcliffe for some great camera work. 

Finally, I was very flattered and surprised to collect the Graham Allan Spirit 
of the Rally Award for organising the Mk11display. I think it goes without 
saying that this was a joint award for me and Graham Robinson as the 
display organisers. As I said at the beginning, it's all about teamwork. 

That's all for now

Nick Hunter 

A familiar looking green Mk11 S?

Kevin and Samantha with Peter Britton 

Simon Gentle’s Aqua MKII

Andrew Holly with his Morris Cooper
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Cooper S Mk 3 Register

Following on from last month’s report, 
ATN 559J seems to have failed to sell 
via its ebay appearances and despite it 
having its ‘original Unipart rear lights’ 
and ‘the exceptional leather interior … 
in exceptionally good condition’ which 
is, of course, the standard BL vinyl 
offering. Don’t you just love it when 
a seller clearly knows almost nothing 
about their product?

Continuing on the auction theme, 
BHH 301J is due to appear in a 
Charterhouse auction with an 

estimate of £26,000> £28,000 by 
the time you have read this. BHH is 

Simon Wheatcroft

I have to apologise to all the Mk11 owners present for my lack of 
visibility on the day. This was due to a recent bout of ill health of 
the Concours Competition organiser, and I was asked to step in and 
run the event on the day. You may know that I have been involved 
as a Concours judge for a number of years and have been able 
to balance that and my time with the Mk11 owners, either at the 
register displays or meeting owners in the one make car parking. 
However, I had no idea what I had let myself. With so much a stake 
it was important to get the results right, not only for the Concours 
winners, but also for the prize giving. I have to say a big, big thank 
you to our Club Treasurer’s mother, Maureen Hitchman for her help 
documenting the results.

While I was carrying out my Concours duties Simon Bishop 
introduced himself to me and apologised  for not being able to 
bring XLY 869G along. He explained that the car had been running 
perfectly all the previous week but on the day before Beaulieu it 
developed a miss fire. A valiant attempt to find the cause ended 
at 3am on Sunday morning. No wonder Simon looked like he had 
been up all night when he spoke to me.  From the description of the 
problem Philip Brent, who was with me at the time, asked if Simon 
had checked if the vacuum advance on the distributor was working.   
Simon said he hadn’t but would be checking it as soon as he was able.   

It was fortunate that some of the cars I have mention in my recent 
monthly reports were on display.  I hope you took the opportunity to 
have a look at them in the metal.  Simon Gentle said that there had 
been quite a lot is interest in his late Mk11.  Its colour, Aqua, is always 
a draw as most people only think of Mk11s in the traditional colours, 
Island Blue, Almond Green etc.  But yes, there are a few Mk11s still 
about in Mk111 colours.  

It’s funny how coincidences occur. Kevin and Samantha Robinson 
were parked next to Peter Britton’s car all day, but it was only late 
into the afternoon that they noticed the build date on the Heritage 
certificate displayed in Peter’s side window. It was the same build 
date as their car’s. Interestingly, Kevin and Samantha’s car is an Austin, 
whereas Peter’s is a Morris. How’s that!

One car I was keen to see was Andrew Holley’s Morris registered 
UHJ 212H . Why you may ask. Well, the registration prefix was local 
to where I live.  However, the Heritage certificate for the car says it 
was delivered to a dealer somewhere quite different. Nevertheless, a 
lot of the service documentation supports the fact that the car spent 
its early years in my locality. 

And finally, to wrap up a great day, many thanks to Nick and all the 
Mk11 Cooper and S members for making the 50th anniversary display 
a memorable occasion.   

Don’t forget, as I have mentioned in my previous reports, John 
Price is continuing the 50th anniversary celebrations at Medreth 
in Cambridgeshire.  If you live in Cambridgeshire or the adjoining 

Clive Brooks with UCH

counties and would like to lend John your support, please let me 
know and I will pass on your details.     

Well, that’s about it for now. I hope with all the fine weather we are 
experiencing, you are getting out and enjoying your cars to the full. 
If you are, I would like to hear about your Mk11 experiences and 
hopefully share them with fellow Mk11 owners.   

Until next time,   

Happy Coopering!   

Graham Robinson 

I don’t know if it is the lighting, the white roof, the Unipart rear 
lights, the badly fitted exhaust or the lack of over riders, but to me 
ATN 559J looks thoroughly uninspiring in this image

ATN 559J’s exceptional leather interior – apparently. It looks 
identical to BL vinyl to my little eye
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RSP Cooper Register

Beaulieu 2017 was a brilliant event, 
the weather was good and many 
friends from the Mini community 
were in attendance and, as usual, I 
never got to see them all. Next time 
hopefully I will.   

At last the five G reg RSPs were all 
together on a stand for the first time 
in 27 years, but it came very close to 
not happening 

Kate Lark and her family are regulars 
at Beaulieu and live locally, so getting Roger Hunt

a Teal blue example that has recently returned from a stay on the 
USA’s east coast. Unfortunately, it returned without its original UK 
registration number being known, so the DVLA have registered it 
on an age related plate, but not as an Austin or Morris, instead they 
have opted for Mini as the make (i.e. the same as a modern Mini) 
and Mini Cooper S as the model.

I had a member contact me recently saying that he was having 
difficulty tracking down a correctly dated distributor for his Mk 
3 S. It transpired that he had been looking for a Lucas 40819 unit 
whereas the Mk 3 S uses a Lucas 41033. Visually, the two units are 
the same; the main difference I believe is that the base plate where 
the points and condenser are located has a slightly different design. 
Essentially the pin that is used to locate the two piece points on the 
Mk1 and 2 S is replaced by a small lug, as Lucas had introduced their 
so called ‘quick fit’ points around this time. So far as I am aware, 
Lucas did not make a Cooper S spec set of points available in quick 
fit form. These had a stronger spring than standard Mini points to 
prevent points bounce at high rpm.

The 41033 is a much more difficult distributor to find than a 40819 
as the Mk3 S was, of course, produced in much smaller numbers 
and for a relatively short period of time than the Mk1 and Mk2. The 
same 41033 distributor may well have been used on later versions 
of the ADO16 Austin America, but they are not exactly thick on the 
ground these days either. The last 41033 distributor that I saw for 
sale was a new old stock unit on ebay that sold for over £175, but 
that was one dated 1975.

BHH back on home soil after a quarter of a century in the US

41033, the correct distributor for a Mk 3 S. This one is dated 1370 
so was made in early April and fitted to an early June built car

There was a reasonable turnout of Mk 3 Ss at this year’s Beaulieu 
event, but no cars that were new to the Mk3 S Register. Thanks to 
Barry Chipman for making his car available for the Mk3 S display and 
to myself for stepping in at short notice when the other expected 
Mk3 S display car failed to arrive.

Congratulations to Andy Conreen for winning the modified class in the 
concours with his Glacier white example. Andy’s car has the relatively 
rare Geranium (red) interior trim. I also met the new owners of YGD 
511J, this, you may recall, is the ultra-low mileage car (less than 5,000 
miles from new) that was owned by Gerry Braithwaite for many years. 
I’m pleased to hear that it now has some new tyres as the 45 year old 
original Dunlops were spectacularly cracked. 

Simon Wheatcroft

New old stock 41033 as it appeared on ebay recently. Externally 
the same as the more familiar 40819

A brace of 1970 Bronze yellow cars made up this year’s Mk3 S 
display. Picture Stuart Watson
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to the show was relatively easy in G361 CVC. Over several weeks 
Sean Heath had been re-commissioning G362 CVC and it was right 
to the wire, with the MOT only being achieved a couple of days 
earlier, and then a long drive from Derby to get to Beaulieu in a 
car that has been in storage for several years. Well done Sean and 
I know a full restoration of G362 is now planned. Paul Cooper in 
H113 WAP and I in G808 KJK had a fun journey down in our Red 
RSP S Packs early in the morning. We overtaking Sean three times 
down the A34!

Mark Hone's recently restored car registered G363 CVC, had a very 
eventful trip. Brought down from the Midlands by Mark's wife Fiona 
and son Ben, its clutch failed on the M27 roundabout 10 miles away 
from the show venue. Luckily, Alex Mckie had brought his newly 
restored G364 CVC on a trailer, so he kindly took me to recover 
the Hone's from the side of the road. 

Alex’s act of shivery saved Fiona from losing the day at Beaulieu and 
she had the car recovered home in the late afternoon. 

The famous five G Reg RSP press cars

Mark Hone’s press car broken down just miles from Beaulieu

No less than 16 RSPs made the line up

With all the Press cars now finally in attendance, another 16 RSPs made 
the line up. Many thanks to those that came and brought their RSPs, there 
were red and black ones with a couple of British Racing Green ones and it 
made for another special RSP display. More green cars next time please. 

I discovered that my selection of RSP and John Cooper RSP S pack 
stickers was not actually complete. Thanks Alex for pointing out the 
Unipart Airfilter sticker fitted on Standard RSPs.

I am in the process of getting this particular sticker replicated and 
supplied to those who want them. 

There is still lots of interest in owning RSPs which can only be a 
good thing. The next RSP stand will be at Stanford Hall so hopefully 
see you there. 

Roger Hunt

Mark and Fiona Hone’s RSP on its way home on a transporter

Unipart Airfilter sticker

Innocenti Register

It was nice to make the trip down to 
Beaulieu in June, as I didn’t make it 
there the previous year. As usual, there 
was a great turn out of both members 
and lovely cars. It was great to meet up 
with familiar faces… grab a coffee and a 
catch-up chat.

Parked on the Innocenti Register display 
were cars from Dean Davies and Steve 
Burch. Both cars were Cooper 1300 
Exports, both Rosso (red) with Nero 
(black roofs) …and both were Belgian 
market spec models. The car belonging 
to Dean Davies in its recently added Foster Charlton
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racing livery has been displayed at a lot of shows over the years, 
but under different ownership. This car was originally restored by 
member Andy Barrass a while back, who used and displayed the car 
for many years and even took it along to the odd International Mini 
Meeting in Europe, before selling it to member Tim Whight who also 
participated in both UK shows and the odd IMM event. The last real 
event I remember seeing Tim at was a couple of years ago at the 
MK1 Performance track day at Bylton circuit.

Since being sold to Deano, this lovely car still manages to attend all 
the shows. It seems like I’ve know this car forever and it still puts a 
smile on my face every time I see it. Deano has decided that a few 
more mods and track days are on the cards, and so he liveried up 
the car in a typical mid-seventies style. Although it’s not meant to be 
a replica of the Leyland Trophy race series of the mid-seventies, its 
Deano’s own twist of a racing theme. With various mods under the 
bonnet, it pushed out just over 108 bhp at the flywheel the last time it 
was on a rolling road!

Steve Burch has just completed the restoration of his Cooper 1300 
Export with help from his Mini friend Jack. (Jack isn’t small in height… 
but he’s into Minis!)  
After many years in storage and whilst building up the funds, 
Steve and Jack have produced a lovely finished restoration. I have 
documented the restoration over the past year or so in the magazine, 
so you will be aware of the work carried out on this car. It was great 
to finally see it finished and on display at Beaulieu. Well done to you 
both and another lovely Inno Cooper back on the roads.

The internet is sometimes a very useful tool to have and even more 
so, when it springs up the odd Innocenti related surprise.
Like most car enthusiasts these days, I am a member of various 
Facebook groups and forums relating to classic cars.

On one particular Facebook group dedicated to the cars built by 
British Leyland, I participated in a discussion about the overseas 
Leyland Industries plant in Seneffe, Belgium. This plant was best 
known for both distributing and assembling BMC and Leyland cars 
during the 1960s and 1970s. The decision for Britain to join the 
EEC (European Economic Commission) in 1973 was the British 
government’s way of (hopefully) taking advantage of the potentially 
large European car market. British cars assembled at both Seneffe, 
Belgium and Innocenti in Milan, Italy were usually quite expensive 
compared to other European manufacturers before joining the EEC. 
So, once the EEC deal had been finalised, both factories looked 
competitive against the competition.

During the discussions on the Leyland Facebook page, I started 
to take notice of a chap who seem to state a lot of factual and 
specific information relating to the Seneffe plant. I sent this guy a 
few messages via Facebook asking if he’d had any involvement with 
Innocenti Minis whilst in Belgium.
He replied saying that he had worked at the Belgian plant between 
1969 and 1976. Since the initial message from me, he sent me a friend 
request and we have started talking about his time there. 

Over the years, in many books and magazines about the Mini, it was 
believed, (and still is), that some Innocenti Mini Export models were 
built at the Leyland Industries plant in Belgium.
Some articles state that these ‘Belgian spec’ Innocenti Mini Export 
models were completely built in Belgium. Whereas, other articles 
claim that partially finished bodyshells were sent from Milan to Seneff 
and then finished off with the minimum number of parts in order to 
satisfy a ‘built in Belgium’ tag for taxation purposes.

I had heard many years ago from a motoring journalist that he 
remembered seeing an official press release from Leyland Belgium 
stating that Innocenti Mini bodyshells were supplied from Italy and 
delivered to Belgium for assembly. 
Since that time, I have acquired what I think may be the same official 
press release and translated it, but it could possibly be the way that it 
is worded that is misleading.

My contact who worked in LIB (Leyland Industries Belgium) said that 
he travelled to the Innocenti plant in Milan on a regular basis, and 
met with MD Geoffrey Robinson and his team, to set up the export 
of Innocenti Minis from Milan to Belgium by the rail network. He 
also said that Innocenti Minis arrived as complete cars from Milan 
and were never assembled at Seneffe. He also added that whilst 
Seneffe assembled Minis and other BL cars, Seneffe was only used as 
a distribution point for Innocenti Minis. 

I will continue to speak with my contact and find out in greater detail 
the exact process between both factories.

That’s all for this month         

Foster Charlton

BMC/Leyland Cooper1300 Exports belonging to Dean Davies and 
Steve Burch (photo thanks to Avi Rosner)

Belgium plant at Seneffe

Leyland Distribution Centre Seneffe
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Mini Super Register

What a Beaulieu! The weather was 
perfect and there were acres of 
wonderful Minis. As usual, there were 
so many Minis never seen before in 
one place.

This year we had four Supers 
present. My green and white Austin 
‘NHY’, Sally’s green and white Austin 
‘GOE’, Rob’s red and black Austin 
and Jan Pettersson’s Surf  blue and 
white Morris.

A warm welcome and many 
congratulations must go to Jan, who 
brought his left-hand-drive Super 

all the way from France, via the IMM in Ireland. By the time Jan 
arrived home he had covered a total of 2,500 miles. The final part 
of his journey took 14 hours with the heater on much of the way 
to help with engine-cooling as the weather was so very warm. 
The entire trip was not entirely without incident, as Jan had to fit 
a new head gasket in the UK before coming to Beaulieu. Twelve 
months earlier, Jan had not yet bought the Super, although he was 
hoping to. The main problem with the car was that the interior 
was incorrect. However, at Beaulieu 2016 there happened to be 
a superb set of early Surf blue trim, thus Jan purchased the set 
in anticipation of buying his car. So, this year the car was proudly 
displayed by its new owner complete with its correct interior and 
looking lovely.

Sally’s car had just had a major body rebuild, so looked superb. Sally 
was keen for the car to have a used but well cared-for look, rather than 
a fresh show-car appearance. The car is one of three Supers Sally owns! 

Rob’s car, well, it just gets better and better. Stripped of its Super 
parts and in need of a full body restoration when he bought it, Rob 
has restored it to an accurate and high-standard example, albeit with 
a discretely-fitted 1293 engine! 

My Super completed its 200-mile journey this year without 
incident. Last year the car very nearly caught fire because of an 
overheated battery, in fact the boot-compartment sound-proofing 
was beginning to smoulder before I realised there was a problem! 
However, this year she ran superbly, keeping pace with a couple 

Garry Dickens

of Coopers along the A303 on the homeward journey. Running on 
Dunlop cross-ply tyres and having no seat-belts makes it quite an 
exciting drive!  

It was great to catch up with many old friends and owners 
of Supers undergoing restoration. Sean Heath, who has a 
mammoth task ahead of him with the restoration of his Fiesta 
yellow Super, was busy buying rare parts and carefully looking 
over our Supers at the same time and asking questions for 
reference ahead of the big job.

The biggest surprise of the day will be featured, I hope, next month…
more about it then!

Finally, if you own, have owned, know of any Super or have any 
stories or anecdotes relating to one, please get in touch, even if it 
no longer exists.    

Garry Dickens
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Gleaming in Russet Brown, Northumbrian David Lowes’ 1980 GT

Among the youngest GTs, David’s restoration standards should 
preserve his car for years to come

Special Tuning Window sticker and S boot badge give a clue to 
VOB’s early history

All the early GT features on show, Hydrolastic, Dynamo, nearside 
Bonnet prop, plus S pack tuning kit

Andy Colliers Snap Dragon GT well preserved without  
major restoration

1275GT Register

Our Beaulieu show day once again 
showed the growing interest and 
following that the 1275GT is attaining 
year on year.

Starting with our register display, 
which featured two of the best 
1275 GT examples in the country, 
Roger Agate’s VOB 329H of 1969 
vintage, and David Lowes KMG 716W 
registered in 1980.These two cars 
show the full cradle to grave product 
life cycle of the 1275GT, and illustrated 
all the developments that came 
through the model in that period.
The work that went into these 
restorations was clearly evident.          

A great credit to their creators and both would have been valid 
participants for Concours honours. My thanks to Roger and David for 
contributing to a great display and special acknowledgment for the 
distance David travelled from Northumberland.

Alan Clark
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Matching black roof and arches among subtle modifications

GTs of all levels of presentation swelled the ranks on the show ground

Polished alloys fill generous arches on this part de-seamed example

Sunday 9th of July: Atwell Wilson Classic Car Show, Atwell-Wilson 
Museum, Calne, Wiltshire

Sunday 23rd of July: Brooklands  Classic car Show and Retro Jumble,
Brooklands Museum.

Sunday 13th of August: Cranleigh Lions Classic Car Show, Cranleigh 
Show ground, Surrey.

Finally, anyone looking for details on the British Mini Club Stanford 
Hall event on the 17th of September, on the British Mini Club web 
site, will find they have chosen to publicise the show with a photo of a 
familiar Flame Red GT. A good choice, as it happens to be my car. It’s 
a shame I am not getting royalties!  

Alan Clark

Subtle flip front and period alloys

One of the most rewarding parts of the show for me is getting to 
meet some my article contributors in person and finding out more 
about their cars and future projects. Being able to thank them 
personally for their contributions, and encouraging the continuing 
support I receive from our readership is always a pleasure. I am sorry 
I can’t name you all individually.

Further on around the show ground the number of GTs attending 
seems to be on the rise. The total count that I was able to spot was in 
double figures and it would be great to see more!

I am sure there will be a great deal more on the Beaulieu day from 
other contributors so I won’t risk repetition here.

As the show season is in full swing a number of future events are 
pencilled in my calendar for attendance. So, anyone thinking of an 
outing in their GT, or any Mini for that matter, might want to consider 
some of the following:
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  Bristol, Glos and  
  Somerset

1st Meeting 8.00pm 
Thursday May 25th

The Beefeater, 200-202 Westerleigh Road, Emersons Green, 
Bristol, BS16 7AN. Subsequent dates TBA

David Dangerfield 07974 089595  
or bgsregion@minicooper.org

Cheshire
(West)

TBD TBD TBD

Devon & Cornwall TBD Varies Barry Elm 07941 199001
minicooper35@elmsgrove.com

Essex 1st Monday
At 8:00pm

Hawk Pub, Battlesbridge
On the A130 SS11 7RJ

Mick Willson 01702 530731
h623x304@sky.com

Gwynedd 1st Wednesday
At 8:00pm

Glan Aber Hotel, Betws-y-Coed
Gwynedd LL24 0AB

David Roberts
01248 811109

Hampshire 3rd Thursday
At 8:00pm

George and Falcon at Warnford Sally Salter 02380 560073
sallysalter@ntlworld.com

Herts & 
London (N)

2nd Wednesday
At 8:00pm

The Duke of York, Ganwick Corner, Barnet Road, 
Barnet, Hertfordshire, EN5 4SG
0208 440 4674

Rod Chilcot
01707 650107

Jersey 3rd Tuesday St Marys Country Pub, St Mary JE2 3PD Mark Le Gallais 01534 858082
mk1leg@hotmail.co.uk

Kent 2nd Wednesday of each 
month. 7.30pm

Cock Inn, Heath Rd, Boughton Monchelsea, Maidstone, 
Kent ME17 4JD

Justin and Annmarie Ridyard 
h13jkr@hotmail.co.uk 01304 330715

Lancashire Last Tuesday
At 7.30

Hoghton Arms, Blackburn Road, Whithnell, 
Chorley, Lancashire, PR6 8BL 

Mick Cooke 01282 866195/07976 932192 
m.cooke1275s@gmail.com

Lincolnshire 7pm First Thursday of  
the month

The New Inn, Great Limber, Lincolnshire, DN37 8JL.  
On the A18 between Kerminton (Humberside Airport)  
and Keelby

Christopher Smith
07861 776 341 (after 6pm only) 
Miffy1977@hotmail.co.uk

Midlands
(West)

1st Tuesday
At 8:00pm

New Inns Public House, off the A451
Stourbridge DY8 3YQ

Darren Carr 01384 254311
daz.carr@blueyonder.co.uk

Newcastle and Durham 1st Monday
At 8pm

The Dun Cow at Bournmoor, near Chester-le-Street, just 
off Junction 63 on the A1M. DH4 6DY 

Niall Cook 07770 796049
nialltcook@tiscali.co.uk

Norfolk 1st Sunday
At 1:00pm

The Bell Inn, Salhouse NR13 6RW Jim Redburn 01603 720049
jimredburn@hotmail.co.uk

  Oxfordshire 3rd Monday
At 8:00pm

 The Plough, Appleton, OX13 5JR Position vacant
apply to Richard Sign

Scotland Sunday 13th November 
At 11:00 am

The Conservatory, Norton House Hotel, Ingliston, 
Edinburgh EH28 8LX

Ben & Patricia Webb 07834 081667 
ben_patricia_webb@hotmail.co.uk

Mid Staffs 1st Monday, 7.30pm The George and Dragon, Meaford, Stone ST15 0PX Pete Cresswell 01785 760211 or  
pete.cresswell.t21@btinternet.com 

Suffolk Region 1st Thursday At 7.30 The Cherry Tree, Woodbridge. IP12 4AG
 

Ian MacPherson 01728 831956 or 07749936274 
ian@ianmacgolf.co.uk 

Sussex 2nd Tuesday
At 8:00pm

The John Selden, Salvington Road, Worthing, BN132HN Peter Hodges 01273 454440 or 07663 00122
peter_hodges@sky.com

Thames Valley Last Wednesday At 8:00pm The Crooked Billet, London Road, Hook, Hants, RG27 9EH Robert Clayson 01252 726618
thames_valley@minicooper.org
Ken Hunter 01344 772446

Warwickshire Region 4th Wednesday each 
month starting at 8:00pm

The Houndshill, Banbury Road, Ettington, Ettington, CV37 7NS
http://www.thehoundshill.co.uk/

Cliff Porter 01386 840645 
warwick@cliffdporter.co.uk

Worcestershire Every Monday
At 7.30pm

The Blue Bell, 
35 Upton Road, Callow End, Worcester, WR2 4TY

Mick Rowley 01905 428378/07791 624783
rminimick@aol.com

Wiltshire & Dorset Alternate 2nd Wednesday 
each Month 8.00pm 

Even number months Redlynch Sports & Social Club, 
Woodfalls Cross, The Ridge, Woodfalls, Salisbury SP5 2LN 

Odd number months Tyrrells Ford Country Inn, Ringwood 
Road, Avon, Christchurch, BH23 7BQ

Nick Stansmore 
nickstansmore@live.co.uk

  Yorkshire 3rd Tuesday at 8.00pm The Fox and Grapes Public House, York Road, LS15 4NJ, 
A64, Just off the A1

Position vacant
apply to Richard Sign

Australia  www.minicooperorg/australia John Heselwood
minicooper@ozemail.com.au

France  didier.lecesne@orange.fr or p.doucerain@orange.fr 

MCR REGIONAL MEETINGS

POSITION

VACANT

POSITION

VACANT

NEW
REGION

Regional Co-ordinator - Richard Sign - Oaklea, West Common, Blackfield, Southampton, SO45 1XL - 07968 307689 - regions@minicooper.org
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Bristol, Glocs & Somerset Region

June has been busy, it was my first time at the MCR’s National Mini Day at Beaulieu, and whilst the 
venue is a good 2 plus hours from Bristol, I opted to go cross-country along the A36. On this route, 
you pass through Warminster, Salisbury and then several miles later you enter the New Forest National 
Park. Wow – what a lovely place.  Whilst it is called the New Forest, it was actually created as a hunting 
ground for William the Conqueror in 1079 –and only designated a National Park in 2005. 
 
In the middle of the park is Lyndhurst, a very picturesque village, this is important to note because next 
year I will try to organise a BGS Saturday night stopover here, perhaps a meal and a few drinks, before 
heading to Beaulieu on Sunday.  
 
If you haven’t been before Beaulieu is big, loads of Minis of all descriptions, TV personalities, trade 
stands, trunk traders (where I picked up a 22G333 case and a 120mph speedo) and you have full 
access to the museum and onsite attractions.  Hats-off to all the MCR Beaulieu team, they put in a 
tremendous amount of work – I and others thought it was a great event (see photos).  I imagine BGS 
will have a regional stand next year so please keep this in your mind for 2018.
 
On the weekend of the 17th & 18th June, we exhibited at the Bristol Classic Car Show.  It was hot, 
busy, and actually quite fun!  On our stand was a Mk1 Downton S, a Mk2 Police car S, a Mk3 S and 
a Mk4 SPI Cooper.  We were certainly popular with an almost non-stop stream of people coming to 
the stand over 2 days. We met a number of interesting characters e.g. an ex-Downton employee with 
loads of spares in the garage, a guy with a Mk3 S he bought for £500 20 plus years ago, he then parked 
it in his garage and it hasn’t moved since… We met three people with Crayford Minis, one person with 
a Radford Mini and another guy with a loft full of 1959 Mini bits. I hope we get a membership bounce 
for our efforts.  My thanks to Derek, Ian and Stephen who helped man the stand and a well done to 
Derek whose Ex-Police Mini won an award! (see photos). 
 
Looking forward - On Saturday the 
5th August, it is the ‘Under the Mini 
Moon’ Mini day at Brent Knoll, Burnham-
on-Sea, a Mini event run by BGS MCR 
members. I would like to organise 
a large MCR BGS Club Stand with a 
good number of Minis to help support 
the Make-A-Wish charity, so if you are 
available to show your Mini please let me 
know. MCR BGS prizes will be up for 
grabs for the best / original/interesting 
cars (across classes).  Please let me know 
if you can attend £10 entry per car, which 
goes to charity.
 
That’s it from me. 

David Dangerfield
07974 089595

Kent Region 

The region got together for the Deal Classic and Motor Show which is always a lovely 
event. When we arrived the weather looked ominous and on que the heavens opened! 
We sat in our cars and looked at each other for around 10 minutes until the clouds 
cleared. Then very quickly up went the gazebo and flags followed by us drying off our 
cars. As usual, a lovely social event and a great show with many different vehicles along 
with craft stalls. The coconut ice and fudge went down very well. Glad to say the rain 
held off for the rest of the day. 

We also met up for a drive out for fish n’chips in Rye. It was a lovely route courtesy of 
the MX5 Club which I will plot onto Tulip diagrams to run another year, as the basic 

REGIONAL REPORTS

10 cars on the club stand on the day  
and a nice relaxing day out in Deal
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instructions did seem to confuse everybody (especially us).We were met in Rye by members of the Sussex Region, Paul Lorman, Stewart 
Lawrence and Simon Archer, all in MK2’s. We had lovely food and great company as always.

Don’t forget to contact us re the Ham Sandwich Run, this year on the 20th August. It is looking like it will be another really well attended one 
with a very special lunch stop this year.

Venue for Monthly Meetings
Cock Inn, Heath Rd, Boughton Monchelsea, Maidstone, Kent ME17 4JD
The second Wednesday of each month. Next meeting will be 9th August. See you there!

Join the Facebook Group for Kent at http://www.facebook.com/groups/472768396103194/ 

All the best!

Justin & Annmarie Ridyard
Tel: 01304 330715
h13jkr@hotmail.co.uk

Mid Staffs Region

Firstly, apologies for the lack of notes last month – I was on holiday! Since my last Minis to 
Monte in 2010, my life has not featured a long distance trip to France, and the opportunity 
arose this year when my eldest daughter and family booked a holiday near Castelnau de 
Montmiral in the Tarn Province. An overall tour of around 1,800 miles taking 10 days in my 
MGB, with great weather, two stays at the famous Hotel de France south of Le Mans, a 
couple of days in La Rochelle and a meet up with ‘old’ friends who live near Cognac. Before 
we left for France, we took the car to Wales for the MGCC Welsh Rallye adding another 400 
miles to its total over 2 weeks.

So, now back to reality and I returned in time to organise our informal Concours evening at 
our regular monthly meeting on 5th June. As it turned out, the weather didn’t play ball that 
day and the evening was postponed to July. A report next month - if the weather on July 3rd 
was ok!

From our multi-marque group, members took part in two local shows; The Sandon Spring 
Fair on Sunday May 28th and the Stone Festival on June 10th, which of course clashed 
with the MCR National Mini Day at Beaulieu, and so Coopers were always going to be 
thin on the ground. The Mini though was represented by local Wolesley Hornet owner 
Graham Harper, who took his multiple winning Concours car along to both shows, and 
his wife Jean, took her Rover Mini Cooper Sport to Sandon as well. Later in June we were 
invited to a charity garden party at the home of Peter Harvey organised by the local Rotary 
Club. Peter owns the very first Cooper 500 racing car (T2) which was built in 1946 for 
John Cooper and Eric Brandon to contest the fledgling 500cc class in sprints, hillclimbs 
and races. The evening featured a BBQ from which proceeds went to the local charity, 
the Katharine House Hospice. No Minis attended, so I have included yet another picture 
of Peter’s Cooper 500 which has featured several times in CooperWorld with articles by 
Stephen Dalton and me.

Now to future events! The calendar of events was put on hold for a few weeks as the George 
and Dragon changed its Landlord, and I’m pleased to say the new one is as enthusiastic about 
us meeting at the pub as the old one was. However, our October meeting might have to 
feature a ‘drive out’ as the pub will be closed for redecoration. So, the future events, with 
some caveats, now look like this:

Saturday August 5th – The Summer Tour. By the time you read entries for this event will have 
closed but, if you would like to watch the convoy as it passes through west Staffordshire and 
Shropshire, than please contact me for details of the route. At the time of writing, we have a good 
selection of cars from the early 1950s to the modern day taking part.

REGIONAL REPORTS

Paul Winter’s Mk 1 S (Dave) 
looking lovely with Rose Petals Mk2 Mini Cooper S heaven!

Unwelcome visitor to the 
roof of Simon’s Mk2 S

Sandon Spring Fair 

Cooper Prototype T2

Graham Harper's Wolesley Hornet Mk2



Monday August 7th – Regular meeting night. The evening will start at 7.30pm.

Monday September 4th – Regular meeting night. Hopefully, this will feature the postponed BBQ night, and this meeting in the past has featured 
cars not seen before. It has become a sort of Classic Motor Show!

Remember, the Mid Staffs Region meet at the George and Dragon, Meaford Road, Stone, ST15 0PX on the first Monday of each month from 
7.30pm onwards. 

Pete Cresswell
pete.cresswell.t21@btinternet.com
01785 760211

Scottish Region

June saw a few members from the Scottish region head down south for the National Mini Day 
at Beaulieu.

Simon Drew took his 1965 Cooper S registered 64 BHY whilst Patricia Webb took her 1967 
Cooper S registered KVJ 276F and I took the rally car registered DKG 2C. Fortunately, 
the trip down was uneventful (unlike previous years) and we arrived in the vicinity on the 
Saturday afternoon.  

The show itself was well attended, with Patricia organising the Scottish MCR stand and then winning 
an award for Best Regional Stand. Also in attendance from the Scottish Region was Barry Warters, 
who brought his 1071 S down registered 707 ETH. Barry’s car had recently undergone a lengthy 
restoration undertaken by The Mini Works and, as a result, the car won the John Kelly award, which 
was well deserved.

With the lengthy mileage involved to get to Beaulieu and back, it was nice that the region came away 
with some silverware!

By the time you read this, July will have held something a bit more local for us, namely the Scottish 
Transport Extravaganza. This is a well attended event and so there will be a write up on it in next 
month’s CooperWorld.  

Patricia and Ben Webb

Suffolk Region

We are feeling very smug at the moment in Suffolk, since four of our Mini Coopers were on display at Beaulieu! Jack Gray and I were on the 
Mk2 50th anniversary display, while Peter Drane was on the RSP display and Steve Burch on the Innocenti display. A Very enjoyable show this 
year with just the right weather - not too hot, lots of trade stands and a no problems running there and back for the four cars! We were very 
impressed by the recently restored Princess Margaret/Lord Snowdon Hooper Cooper on display (see photos). 

Still to come on the 6th August is the  Helmingham Hall Classic and Sport Cars Show; 20th August the Stonham Barns Classic Cars; and on 
the  3rd Sept Classics By The Lake, Bury St Edmunds, as well as our monthly Thursday and Sunday outings. Peter Drane is telling me that 
his 998 Downton restoration is progressing steadily, Beaulieu next year then perhaps? New members please join us soon; you will be made 
very welcome. 

Ian MacPherson
07749936274
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Barry Warters with his 1071S which 
won him the John Kelly award

he MCR Scottish Region  
award winning Beaulieu display stand

50th anniversary Mk11 Cooper 
and Cooper S display

Former Princess Margaret and Lord 
Snowdon’s Hooper converted car

Display board detailing some 
history of the Snowdon’s car
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Thames Valley Region

The Thames Valley Region Summer Barbeque

Sunday 25th June saw the 2nd Annual Summer Barbeque at Lorraine and Russell’s home in Grayshott for the Thames Valley Region members 
including friends and other halves of course. Despite the occasional threatening clouds and slightly breezy conditions, it turned out to be a fun 
social afternoon. Most managed to turn up in a Mini which enabled some super photos to be taken by our “in-house” photographer, Robert 
Clayson. We had some interesting conversations (not all about Minis) and more than a few laughs particularly about toothbrushes and trophies! 
(you had to be there).

Melanie Brooks brought a delicious homemade fruit cake, decorated with Minis. I think I can speak for everyone when I say we all enjoyed 
ourselves immensely.

Thames Valley Region’s monthly meetings are at The Crooked Billet, London Road, Hook, Hants RG27 9EH on the last Wednesday at 8pm. See the 
Regional Meetings Page for contact details or just turn up. 

Lorraine Hampson

Warwickshire Region

A few members of the region enjoyed a Stuart Turner talk organised by the Cirencester 
Car Club during which Stuart revealed that he had a wall chart which identified 
registration numbers not body numbers!  Another interesting comment related to the 
rake of windscreens on rally cars, something I have been banging my drum about for 
some time. It’s not just an age thing; overhanging trees and dappled shade seriously 
reduce vision in some circumstances. Peter Machin’s Mini had pride of place which was 
very appropriate as much of the talk was about his time with the BMC Works Team. 

On Fathers’ Day some members of the region accepted an invitation from a local 
garden centre to put on a small display of vehicles to entertain the Dads enjoying 
a lunch, at their expense I suspect? There were two Minis plus a World Cup Rally 

REGIONAL REPORTS

World Cup Rally cars in the background
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Triumph, MGB GT, a 1960s Humber Super Snipe plus a couple of modern rally cars. It was 
an extremely hot day so there were not as many visitors as expected other than customers 
buying B-B-Q accessories.  During the day as we chatted while drinking cool drinks, Patrick 
Walker suggested perhaps we could all meet at his home and review his collection of Minis 
and other vehicles on the next club night. One visitor to our display was Robert Cherry 
who has a collection of Minis awaiting attention!  When he showed me his membership 
card I recognised from the low number that he had been a member for many years. 

Pic 2 – World Cup Rally cars in the background

A plan was hatched and we all met on club night at Patrick’s home to view his collection of 
cars, some of which we hadn’t seen including a low mileage RSP which he acquired after 
reading an advert in CooperWorld a few years ago. Despite the short notice of the change 
of venue, a good number of members came along.  They were not disappointed as Patrick 
had spoken to some of his friends and had organised for a DKW race car to join the display 
of four ex World Cup / Marathon cars and eight Minis. Also on display was an ex Prodrive 
development Subaru WRX and a 1930s Wolseley Hornet.  Deep in the undergrowth was a 
Marina van with a great patina of age including moss and lichen; for a moment I thought I was 
at a garden show.

More Minis arrived including classic and modern versions.  We were also pleased to welcome 
Fabio Tensi to our group who brought along his German registered Mini having recently become 
a member at Beaulieu.  Do any of our friends in the Essex region recognise the registration 
number?  The only display missing was the red, white and blue twin can exhaust system recently 
displayed by Mr & Mrs Farr, but they were there in their support MINI!  After a long period of 
warm weather the evening got very chilly towards the end, but at least the rain stayed away and 
we soon warmed up putting the cars away.  Thank you Patrick (and Kelvin) it was a great idea and 
fantastic display.  (PS – 3 photos)

When you read this it will be August and we plan to meet at the Houndshill, Ettington, nr 
Stratford-upon-Avon as usual on Wednesday 23rd which is the 4th Wednesday in the month.  
If you live near the Stratford-on-Avon district please come along and share your love of Minis. 
We don’t bite.

Looking forward a month we look to meeting members at the Stanford Hall show on Sunday 17th 
September which is being organised by Jerry Filor.

And finally, belated wedding congratulations to Don and Julie Farr from all in the region. 
 
Photo below shows Derek and Linda Wilkins overdressed at the May regional meeting to toast the 
health and happiness of the happy couple. 

Cliff Porter

Wilts. & Dorset Region

This report is written by the W&D sub-editor, 
as our chief scribe and resident wit was away, 
emulating the antics of a mountain goat i.e. he 
was hillclimbing in his Mini called ‘Green Pea’ 
at Charmouth.

The Beaulieu weather kept fine although at 
times it was a little windy. Eleven cars were 
on our stand, BMW Minis represented by Alan 
Booth (convertible) sporting a very cool pair 
of shades, Martin Charles, Rog the Hat and 
Lynne, and also Nigel and Hannah with their 
two daughters.

Rover Minis were displayed by Nick 
Stansmore, Judy Spratley, Frank and Stella, 
David and Alison and Phil Lewis.Terry Hart in 
his immaculate Cooper S and Adrian and Val 
in their rally prepared Mini Super completed 
the display.
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South African, Mk3 S, RSP Cooper 
and a Mk1 Bitsa

Shaky photo - Don Farr

Not quite sure about the new Italian Job 
exhaust system which was fabricated and 
restored by Paul Wilson!  Julie heard noise 
before Don! Then they stopped to investigate.

Robert McShane Beaulieu 2017

Malcolm said it was easy

The Wits & Dorset stand

Happy days are here again



Cakes were supplied by Judy, Lynne and Val and all proved very popular.

We were also visited by Ken and Margaret Hunter from the Thames Valley region, Owen 
and Jill, and Richard and Linda Sign. Also Everett Jones (he of the long range fuel tank 
fame) and his son Francis, having been elevated to the dizzy heights of exhibiting their car 
on the Ex-Works and Competition car stand, but they soon realised what they had been 
missing and are threatening to rejoin us next year.

Everyone was away around 4pm having had, I hope, a good day out.

Malcolm Francis (Wilts),  
malcsmf@btinternet.com  
Nick Stansmore (Dorset),  
nickstansmore@live.co.uk    

Worcestershire Region

It was another great Mini show at Gaydon with the region putting on a nice car display.  

Mick Rowley

REGIONAL REPORTS

CLUB SHOP
.By popular demand the MCR indoor car cover is 

now back in stock!

Made from a decent grade of nylon material, the 
covers are intended for indoor use as dust covers 
although they are actually waterproof too.

The covers a bright red and have the MCR logo 
screen printed on the front of them in black. They 
come complete with mirror pockets (in the right 
place) for later Minis. A storage bag is also included 
for safe keeping of the cover when not in use.

The covers are tailored to fit a Mini with spotlights 
mounted on the front of the car and to keep the cover 
securely on the car it has an elasticised hem with handy 
straps and plastic buckles which go under the car.

Price is £39 including P&P (Europe and rest of 
world will need to contact us first)

please call

Sally or Tony Salter on  
02380 560073 to order.
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FOR SALE AND WANTED
Notice to car buyers
The driver and vehicle licensing agency (DVLA) may refuse to 
register vehicles that are without a vehicle identification number 
(V.I.N.) and/or an engine number. The DVLA. may ask the 
police to inspect cars without either one of these identification 
numbers. Members and readers are advised to be cautious 
before purchasing such vehicles.

Notice to advertisers
ALL ADVERTS TO THE EDITOR EITHER BY EMAIL   
OR POST
Members classified “for sale” and “wanted” adverts are free 
(minis and mini parts only) providing they are not excessively 
long nor in the course of business trade. Please quote your 
membership number when writing. Non-members and trade 
members wishing to place a classified advert must enclose a 
cheque for £5.00 with their advert script. Failure to do so will 
result in the advert being returned unpublished. Cheques should 
be made payable to Mini Cooper Register.

Business advertisements disclosure order 1977.  
All traders are required to state this fact clearly in their 
advertisements either by the letter T or the word Trade
The club regrets that adverts for log books (V5 documents) 
and/or chassis plates cannot be accepted adverts. Adverts must 
be in written form only please and addressed to the magazine 
editor. This includes instructions for repeat insertions and/or 
advert amendments.

WANTED

01252 612245

complete collections purchased.
any condition considered from barn finds 

to concours.
we are cash buyers, not agents, 

immediate settlement
with discretion assured.

01252 612245 | 07836 20315901252 612245 | 07836 203159
sales@cms-gb.com

ALL MINI COOPERS & 
COOPER S MK1, 2 & 3.  
ALSO INTERESTED IN 1275 GT, 

COUNTRYMANS / TRAVELLERS, PICKUPS, 
VANS AND LOW MILEAGE STANDARD 

SALOONS.

Cars for sale

BMW Mini Cooper S December 2002 grey & white, air con, cruise 
control, 60,000 miles. Performed faultlessly on Mini to Monte. £2,700. Tel: 
Paul Easter on 01908 562091  

Parts for sale

Carpet sets for sale

I can now supply complete 9 piece Veltone carpet sets in red and 
now in GREY with sound proof backing for Mini MKI, Cooper and 
Cooper S. Each set has a MKI heel mat attached and comes with 
floor clips plus separate black pads for underneath the seats. I also 
have complete 9 piece black Veltone carpet sets with slightly thinner 
soundproofing for MKII Minis, Cooper and Cooper Ss with MKII heel 
mats attached plus floor clips and separate black pads for underneath 
the seats.

I also have rubber toe mats that stop your foot wearing out the 
carpet near the accelerator, plus MKI and MKII rubber heel mats that 
are sold separately to the 9 piece sets. For any further information 
or to receive a sample please email: downtonbos@yahoo.co.uk or 
telephone landline: 01970 617010 or mobile: 07974 608333.  I am 
willing to ship worldwide.

Having had a spring clean and not sure if it may be of any interest to 
anyone, but I have the following available free on collection: CooperWorld 
magazines issues 279 to 353, also a selection (117) of MiniWorld 
magazines 2003 to July 2017. Phone John on 07917 374379. South 
Somerset area.

Parts wanted

All parts wanted for an October 1967 Mini Cooper S Mk2 project. Parts 
required include: engine, black interior, doors, bonnet, boot, glass etc. 
Please contact David if you can help. Mobile: 07974 089595  Email: 
dangerf55@yahoo.co.uk 

Cars wanted

I am a private club member looking to buy a Mini Cooper S MK1which 
must be in tip top restored condition, correct engine and chassis 
numbers, detailed engine bay etc. Long time owner preferred.
I have retired this year so will pay top money for the correct car to use 
and look after. Please email barry.knapp@btinternet.com or contact 
Barry on 07831 567377
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80s XR FORDS
FROM £2500

SpecialistRates
forClubMembers

*All cover is subject to insurers terms and conditions, which is available upon request. Footman James is a trading name of Towergate Underwriting Group Limited. Registered in England No. 4043759. Registered Address: Towergate
House, Eclipse Park, Sittingbourne Road, Maidstone, Kent ME14 3EN. Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Telephone calls may be recorded. FP ADGE775.3.17

With FJ+ you can add to your policy from a range of cover
options* including breakdown, agreed value, salvage
retention and spare parts.

Call our friendly UK team for a quote.

0333 207 6004
or visit footmanjames.co.uk

Insurance
solutions* for
classics and
more.

R
umours
circulate about
the future
of storied
British sports

car maker Lotus. As
Chinese manufacturers
add to their portfolios
by investing in historic
domestic marques,
industrial relations mar
others. Is Lotus about to
join Vauxhall by passing
into French hands? Full
story inside.

1000
CLASSICS
FOR SALE

s
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/ClassicCarBuyer @ClassicBuyer

£
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12 MONTHS WITH A VINTAGE CLASSIC

TESTED THIS WEEK

See page 4

BUYING A TRIUMPH STAG

Full of zest! Small
Italian classics don’t
come cheaper or
more fun than this!

LOW-MILER
FIAT 126

Easy to drive, plus
plenty of period

charm – perfect 1930s
motoring intro!

FORD 10
MODEL CX

Restored 20 years
ago – and it’s only

travelled 2000
miles since!

TRIUMPH
TR7 DHC

LOST & FOUND SUNBEAM ALPINE

Buying a fast Ford needn’t blow your
budget! The XR family of ‘Eighties
Escorts, Fiestas and Sierras offer
fantastic value for money, so a four-
figure sum buys any of your favourites.
We pick out the bargains inside.

WHAT TO LOOK FOR, WHAT TO AVOID & WHAT TO PAY!

See page 24
5th APRIL 2017 ISSUE 376

BREWER & ANSTEAD
BEGIN THEIR GREAT
BRITISH BUILD-OFF!

ANGLIA vs A40 FARINA

rr

-
tess.

LOTUS: PEUGEOT’S NEXT PURCHASE?

See page 22

EXCLUSIVE!
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0CM WORKSHOP SECTION

■ Seized fixing tricks 
■ Headlight refurb
■ Minor clutch hydraulics
■ Sprite engine takes shape
■ Stag electrics
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TRIUMPH 2500
Rolling road tune

SINGER
GAZELLE
Restoration Ghia reborn

RUST-FREE MINI
the easy way?

MGB GT

GOING DUTCH
The forgotten Volvos

SERVICE BAY
Inside the Rover OHC engine

VW CORRADO
Emerging classic

Rebuilt auto is 
a hidden gem 
of the MG 
world

Living with the
MORRIS MINOR

LASSICLASSICLASSICLASSICLASSICLASSICLASSICLASSICCCLASSICLASSICLASSIC
GAZELLE

FORD
CAPRI 2.0

JAGUAR X-TYPE
Engine seal fix

TRIUMPH 2500
Rolling road tune

RUST-FREE MINI
MGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GT
Rebuilt auto is 
a hidden gem a hidden gem 
of the MG 
world
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